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Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
(in Electrical and Computer Engineering)
May 2018

High-temperature, harsh-environment static & dynamic strain sensors are needed
for industrial process monitoring and control, fault detection, structural health monitoring in power plant environments, steel and refractory material manufacturing,
aerospace, and defense applications. Sensor operation in the aforementioned extreme environments require robust devices capable of sustaining the targeted high
temperatures, while maintaining a stable sensor response. Current technologies face
challenges regarding device or system size, complexity, operational temperature, or
stability.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor technology using high temperature capable piezoelectric substrates and thin film technology has favorable properties such
as robustness; miniature size; capability of mass production; reduced installation
costs; battery-free operation; maintenance-free; and offer the potential for wireless,
multi-sensor interrogation. These characteristics are very attractive for static and
dynamic strain sensors targeted to operate in high-temperature harsh-environment

conditions. The investigation of harsh-environment static and dynamic SAW strain
sensors requires addressing the issues of: (i) sensor platform endurance and stability;
(ii) development of durable packaging and attachment techniques; (iii) temperature
compensation techniques, to mitigate temperature cross-sensing; and (iv) methods
of sensor interrogation and calibration at high temperatures.
In this work, langasite-based SAW resonator (SAWR) sensors have been investigated. A stable sensor platform was verified for two types of thin-film electrode configurations, namely: co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 (up to 750 ◦C) and multilayered P tN i|P tZr (up to 1000 ◦C). High-temperature sensor attachment solutions
for strain sensor applications were developed for temperatures up to 500 ◦C. The
developed SAWR sensors were tested and calibrated for both static and dynamic
strain up to 400 ◦C. A temperature compensation technique and a novel finiteelement analysis was used to perform high-temperature static strain calibration.
A high-temperature dynamic strain test rig using a constant stress beam was designed, implemented and used to characterize the SAWR strain sensor performance
in measuring dynamic strain. Using the in-phase and quadrature strain sensor signal analysis technique proposed and developed in this study, the existence of both
amplitude and frequency modulations of the SAWR RF signal by the dynamic strain
signal was confirmed, and the two types of modulations separated and quantified.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
High-temperature harsh-environment sensors are needed for industrial process
monitoring and control, fault detection, structural health monitoring (SHM) applications in power plant environments, steel and refractory material manufacturing,
aerospace, automotive, non-destructive testing (NDT), and defense applications [1–
7]. The aforementioned applications experience temperatures in the 100 ◦C to over
2000 ◦C range, thus generating a significant demand for research and development
regarding high-temperature materials, electronics, sensor platforms, as well as sensor
interrogation and packaging techniques and systems. With ever increasing energy
demands and production coupled with stricter environmental regulations [8–11],
there is a need for robust sensors capable to: (i) monitor structural health of parts
and equipment; (ii) optimize production efficiency and yield using condition-based
maintenance (CBM), (iii) control process dynamics for pollution minimization; (iv)
increase safety; and (v) reduce operating and maintenance cost in these applications.
By ensuring efficient CBM using high-temperature sensors, the amount of maintenance and untimely shutdowns can be minimized while improving process control,
thus reducing operating cost and ensuring safe operation. Monitoring of critical
parts or equipment under harsh-environment operation in these applications allows
the early detection of failure, planned maintenance, thus resulting in significant
reduction in maintenance and operational costs; better manufacturing efficiency
due to better process control and due to the reduction in equipment or facility
down-time; and improved safety.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology is one of the technologies that can address these needs [5, 12]. SAW technology has found usage in a multitude of contem1

porary sensing applications such as temperature [13], pressure [14], humidity [15],
strain [16], mass [12], acceleration [17], vibration [18], and gas sensors [19] due to
its desirable features such as small size, wireless capability, battery-free operation,
and operation in high-temperature, harsh-environment conditions [5].
This thesis focuses on SAW resonators (SAWRs) operating in the utra-high frequency (UHF) and microwave frequency spectrum for stable high-temperature harshenvironment static and dynamic strain sensing applications. Considering a SAW
sensor for static and dynamic strain measurement at high temperature bring up a
number of technological challenges such as: (i) stability of SAW sensor platform;
(ii) sensor attachment to test part; (iii) temperature-strain cross sensitivity; (iv) no
reliable high-temperature sensor calibration standard; and (v) the necessary signal
processing of the SAW frequency response for detection of static/dynamic strain.
Due to these challenges, SAW strain sensor research has been limited to under
100 ◦C for static strain [3, 20] and to room temperature for dynamic strain [21]. The
research carried out under this thesis demonstrates that the SAW technology can
be used beyond 100 ◦C to perform static and dynamic strain measurements, thus
addressing and overcoming several of the previously listed high-temperature technological challenges. The contributions to knowledge reported in this dissertation
consists of: (i) Development and testing of a stable high-temperature stable SAW
platforms capable of operating up to 1000 ◦C and investigation of reliable attachment
techniques, (ii) Exploration and implementation of static strain measurements using
the stable SAW platform up to 400 ◦C and establishment of an innovative numerical
finite-element method calibration technique; the static strain measurements utilize
a two-sensor temperature compensation scheme to mitigate the temperature-strain
cross-sensitivity occurring at high temperatures; (iii) Generation of an in-phase and
quadrature analysis technique to analyze the SAWR RF response that enables simultaneous detection and quantification of both the frequency (frequencies) and
2

magnitude of dynamic strain signal; and (iv) Implementation of dynamic strain
measurements using the stable SAW platform up to 400 ◦C using a custom designed
and implemented high-temperature test rig, which allows in-situ dynamic strain
calibration at high temperatures. The findings reported in this thesis illustrate the
applicability and viability of the high-temperature harsh-environment SAW sensor
technology to address multiple contemporary high-temperature harsh-environment
power sector, industrial manufacturing, aerospace, and defense applications that call
for stable high-temperature static/dynamic strain sensors.
1.1

Motivation Overview
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) has predicted that the world

energy consumption will increase by 48% from 2012 to 2040 as shown in Fig.1.1 [8].
The increasing energy consumption necessitates standalone sensors and sensor systems capable of directly reading parameters such as temperature, thermal and vibrational strain (static/dynamic) in power plant environments. Deployment of these
sensors in functional units of power plants such as gasifiers, boilers, gas turbines,
and combustion chambers or in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) can assist in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, improving power generation efficiency, and enhancing
safety to deal with the burgeoning power demands [9, 10].
According to the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC), metal fabrication was
the third largest manufacturing industry in the country accounting for 12% of all
manufacturing jobs in 2013 [22]. In addition to the large U.S. job market that metallurgy manufacturing industry accounts for, it is also the second largest consumer
of energy across all industries, accounting for 14% of the total industrial energy
consumption in the world in 2012 [8]. With the metallurgy industry commanding such a large portion of the manufacturing market, there is push to optimize
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Figure 1.1. World energy consumption outlook (1990-2040) by EIA [8]
production yield, control purity and hardness of metal alloys, minimize cost, and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions [23]; in particular, temperature, static strain, and
dynamic strain sensors capable of sustaining the harsh environments in metal rolling
and casting processes are necessary attain these goals [24].
Harsh environment sensors are also in high demand in aerospace and defense
applications, for CBM of temperature [5], pressure or vibration based dynamic combustion phenomena [25], monitoring condition of propulsion system components [26–
28], and detecting fatigue in critical aerospace and defense parts and ensure aviation
safety [3, 6, 29]. These applications call for sensors to often be placed near parts
that are at elevated temperatures such as the engine or turbines on aircrafts and
space vehicles to perform operation monitoring and timely failure detection and
diagnostics.
4

Due to the harsh-environment nature of these applications, indirect or remote
sensor measurement techniques are often adopted [25, 26] to avoid sensors being
directly exposed to very high temperatures. However, indirect sensing technique
can lead to large measurement inaccuracies [12, 25, 26], which leads to reduced
sensor reliability. Therefore, in-situ sensor measurements are necessary to allow
better temperature and strain monitoring, control of harsh-environment manufacturing process, and permit SHM and CBM of parts and equipment in a variety of
industries. However, sensing under the extreme environments of these applications
and industries poses multiple challenges such as: (i) device integrity in terms of sensor platform stability and robustness; (ii) high-temperature capable packaging and
attachment; (iii) measurand cross-sensitivity; (iv) complicated sensor interrogation
and calibration techniques; and (v) cabling or connection to the sensor.
1.2

Background
1.2.1

Harsh Environment Sensing Overview

Conventional room temperature sensors that are commercially available are inadequate for harsh environment sensing needs [30–33] as these sensors and associated packaging materials are not high-temperature resilient, thus suffer from sensor
degradation, response drift, and premature failure. Therefore, high temperature
sensors often rely on specialized resistive, piezoresistive, capacitive, piezoelectric,
or fiber optic technologies capable of fulfilling the extreme temperature demands
of these applications. Table 1.1 compares the existing harsh environment sensor
technologies in terms of their operational temperature limit, temperature stability,
capability of being integrated, power constraint, cost, and complexity [12].
Resistive sensors are wired technology that rely on the change in their electrical resistance and are cheap and easy to integrate. Examples of resistive sensors

5

Table 1.1. Comparison of current high-temperature sensor technologies
Features
Resistive
PiezoCapacitive PiezoFiber
resistive
electric
Optic
Measured
Parameters

Resistance,
voltage

Resistance

Capacitance Charge,
voltage,
frequency,
phase

Intensity
and phase

Frequency
Range

DC

DC-kHz

DC-kHz

1kHz-MHz

DC100kHz

Temperature <1300
Range (o C)

<600

<400

<1000

<1100

Temperature Poor
Stability

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Integration

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Hard

Power Consumption

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Cost
&
Complexity

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

are thermocouples (temperature), RTDs (temeprature), thermistors (temperature),
strain gauges (strain), etc. [16, 34–36]. At high temperatures, resistive sensors suffer from oxidation, resulting in lower accuracy and precision. Thus, they often
require specialized housing or shielding, which makes them bulky and intrusive.
Piezoresistive sensors are semiconductor-based sensors which rely on the change
in their electrical resistance due to stress and are commonly used in pressure or
force sensing applications [37]. Piezoresistive sensors are immune to electromagnetic
interference, but have reduced accuracy and increased drift at high temperatures
due to temperature dependence of semiconductor material’s resistivity. Capacitive
micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) based sensors typically rely on changes
in their effective capacitance values and generally have good temperature stability,
high resolution, and are popular in acceleration, vibration, and pressure sensing
applications [38]. Capacitive sensors suffer from issues of robustness and low sensor
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output signal at higher temperatures, hence the lower temperature limit shown in
Table 1.1. Piezoelectric sensors use piezoelectric materials and rely on generation
of electric charge or induced voltage or frequency/phase variation. Piezoelectric
sensors have found usage in multiple sensing applications such as mass, vibration,
strain, gas, bio-chemical, temperature, pressure, torque, etc. [12] due to advantages
of easy integration, low cost, and low power. Due to electrode degradation, which
can be a problem for long-term stable sensor operation, the operation of piezoelectric
sensors has been limited to under 1000 ◦C. Fiber optic sensor technology rely on
changes in optical properties and are very popular for high temperature sensing
applications due to properties such as high melting points and robustness. These
sensors typically require specialized housing and packaging needs, thus making them
expensive and difficult to integrate as shown in Table 1.1.
After the brief overview of the sensing technologies that exist in terms of general
harsh environment sensing, Section 1.2.2 and Section 1.2.3 narrow down the state-ofthe-art technologies in terms of harsh environment temperature and strain sensors.
1.2.2

Harsh Environment Temperature Sensors

Different technologies have tried to address the need for stable and reliable harshenvironment temperature sensors. The most popular commercial temperature sensors for harsh-environment applications are thermocouples [34–36] (reported temperatures in excess of 2500 ◦C [39]). Thermocouples consist of two wires connected at
one end (referred to as the thermocouple junction) made of different metals or metal
alloys so that when the junction experiences a temperature change, a measurable
voltage difference is induced. Although thermocouples have advantages such as high
sensitivity, fast response, and low cost, they can suffer from rapid oxidation and
junction failure, which reduces the sensor lifetime and performance and increases
sensor drift [39]. In order to minimize oxidation in thermocouples, various insulation
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methods are often implemented consisting of ceramic braids, fibers, glass enclosures,
and metallic sheaths or jackets separating In addition, the wired nature of a thermocouple makes this technology intrusive and prone to electrical noise, thus limiting
its application and desirability [5, 40]. RTD technology is another popular type of
temperature sensor that has commonly been used in high-temperature applications
such as power plants [7, 11] and aerospace applications [27, 28, 41]. RTDs use a resistance element made of a coiled metallic winding wrapped around a ceramic or glass
core and offers a higher degree of stability and accuracy than thermocouples [40, 42]
up to 850 ◦C. But, RTD elements can be fragile and they also have a slow response
time, thus making them unsuitable for locations prone to vibrations. Optical fiber
sensors [43, 44] have also been investigated for high-temperature several NDT, power
plant, gas and oil pipeline, and aerospace applications [43, 45, 46]. Optical sensors
have desirable features such as small size and lightweight, but require additional
housing and packaging for high temperature operations to prevent deposits in lenses
and interfaces that can result in sensor drift, which can make the entire optical
sensor system bulky, intrusive, and expensive [12].
1.2.3

Harsh Environment Strain Sensors

Wired strain gauge, which operates based on gauge resistance as a function of
strain, is one of the high-temperature static and dynamic strain sensor technologies
available and reported to operate at temperatures in excess of 1300 ◦C [47, 48].
These sensors are made of high-temperature materials that are either welded to
the test part by flame spraying technique or attached by epoxying the sensor using
a ceramic-based cement. Current limitations in wired strain gauge performance
and applications are related to: (i) sensor wiring; (ii) bulky harsh-environment
attachment and housing (such as fiberglass insulation or ceramic braiding or a metal
jacket); (iii) drift in response due to oxidation; (iv) accuracy and precision [49].
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Commercially available optical static strain sensors use Fiber Bragg Grating
technology (FBG) and target operation up to 1000 ◦C for oil and gas pipeline leakage,
structural health, and security monitoring [50, 51]. These sensors can be lightweight
and small, but may drift due to changes in fiber doping profile at high-temperatures.
In addition, they suffer the interference of deposits in lenses or interfaces, and may
require special housing and packaging for operation in high-temperature operation
conditions, which adds volume to the sensor assembly and complicates instrumentation [12]. Overall, a limiting aspect of wired and optical strain sensor technologies
is the need for cable routing and housing, which: (i) increases the risk of failure;
(ii) adds size and weight; (iii) complicates installation, often becoming intrusive on
the targeted part or system to be monitored; and (iv) increases the sensor system
implementation and maintenance costs.
Capacitive MEMS static strain sensors implemented as individual devices or as
thin films deposited directly on the part to be monitored have been explored in
the temperature range of 600 ◦C to 1100 ◦C [49, 52, 53]. The devices have been
fabricated using wide band-gap materials, such as silicon carbide (SiC) for up to
600 ◦C, and high-temperature substrates, such as alumina, for thin film deposition up
to 1100 ◦C. MEMS based sensors often require signal conditioning and amplification
through embedded integrated circuitry, which translates into increased complexity,
size, and weight. The need for battery or some sort of power source often implies
the necessity of regular maintenance, which increases cost and is a complication for
high-temperature operation of MEMS-based harsh-environment strain sensors.
The options available in terms of commercial high-temperature dynamic strain
sensors is even more scarce than static strain sensors. Wired strain gauge technology
is the only commercial technology currently available that is capable of detecting dynamic strain at high-temperatures and have been reported to operate up
to 1038 ◦C [47, 54]. High-temperature dynamic strain gauges use iron/chromium,
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nickel/chromium, or platinum/tungsten alloy based wires that can withstand the
referred temperature. They can be attached to the test part either by using a
high-temperature epoxy or by welding the part by flame spraying technique similar
to static strain gauges [55], thus due to the wired nature of this technology, the
packaged sensors can be bulky and intrusive, and suffer from reliability issues due
to the wired operation and maintenance in harsh-environments. In addition, the
gauges themselves suffer from oxidation over time causing a drift in sensor response,
thus compromising sensor accuracy and precision [49]. Dynamic strain measurement using these gauges also requires an external power supply, excitation and
signal conditioning modules. Balanced constant current topology utilized for gauge
excitation [56] require twisted/shielded pair wires to mitigate noise interference,
but the fabrication and operation of twisted pair wires at high temperatures pose
significant challenges due to the requirement of insulating material and resilience
under the desired harsh operating conditions.
1.3

Acoustic Wave Technology for Sensor Applications
Acoustic wave (AW) devices are widely used in contemporary radio-frequency

(RF) communications and automation industries as filters and frequency control
devices as part of RF-front end and signal processing units in consumer electronic
applications, such as cellular phone, tablets, portable personal computers, and GPS
devices [57–59]. AW devices have also found usage in a multitude of contemporary
sensor applications such as temperature, pressure, humidity, mass, strain, acceleration, vibration, torque, and gas detection [5, 60–64].
All acoustic devices rely on propagation of a mechanical wave through or on
the surface of a material. AW devices can be commonly divided according to the
type of AW used, namely: bulk acoustic wave (BAW) [65], surface acoustic wave
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(SAW) [65, 66], surface transverse wave (STW) [67], flexural plate wave (FPW) [68],
Lamb wave [69], Love wave [70], and pseudo-SAW/ leaky SAW/surface-skimming
bulk wave (SSBW) [71] based on the mode of wave propagation on or through a
piezoelectric substrate or film.
AW material property changes and/or device dimension variations affects the
acoustic wave velocity, resulting in a change in the device’s frequency or phase
response. Moreover, mechanical stresses or disturbance in the propagation path
(due to physical, chemical, or biological effects) on the material can be translated
to an electric response, thus making them highly relevant for sensing applications.
AW technologies have been used in a number of sensing applications ranging from
room temperatures to harsh-environment applications to measure various physical,
chemical, and biological measurands [5, 12, 60, 61].
Table 1.2 summarizes commonly used AW sensor technologies and related sensing measurand. Thickness shear mode (TSM) and shear-horizontal acoustic plate
mode (SH-APM) sensors, which are bulk wave devices and STW sensors, which
are surface wave device have propagations mainly in the shear horizontal direction, thus making them suitable for liquid sensing applications as they don’t have
a displacement component in the vertical direction [72]. For gas, chemical, and
biological sensing applications, SAW, BAW (TSM, SH-APM, film bulk acoustic wave
resonator (FBAR)), STW, and Love wave sensors can be used as sensor platforms
by including sensitive layers [73–78]. Both SAW and BAW platforms can be used
for temperature sensors even at extreme temperatures (>800 ◦C) [5, 79]. BAW and
SAW devices have been shown to address the sensitivity needs of commercial strain
sensing applications [61]. In terms of practical implications, SAW sensors have the
advantage over BAW sensors of being mass-produced since they only require photolithography and deposition on one side of the substrate, thus reducing production
costs. Moreover, the one sided nature of SAW sensors is particularly beneficial in
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strain sensing applications as the sensor can easily be attached or mounted to a
test part to monitor strain. In addition, the ability to interrogate SAW sensors
wirelessly is highly desired in contemporary sensing applications [61], in particular
for harsh-environments [5, 12].
Table 1.2. List of acoustic wave technologies for sensor applications
AW Device Common Sensing Measurand
Type

1.4

TSM

mass [80],liquid [81], viscocity [82], biological [63],
pressure [83], gas [73]

SH-APM

liquid [84], biological [76]

SAW

temperature [13], pressure [14], humidity [15],
strain [16], mass [12], acceleration [17], vibration [18],
and gas sensors [19]

STW

chemical [85], gas [75], biological [86], humidity [87],
liquid

SSBW

temperature [77], biological [88], gas [77],

Love wave

chemical [89], biological [90], liquid [70]

Lamb wave

liquid [91]

FPW

biological [78], chemical [92]

FBAR

temperature [93], pressure [93], humidity [94], chemical [74], infrared radiation [95], liquid [96], mass [97],
magnetic [98]

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Technology
Surface acoustic wave devices [99, 100] have numerous applications in contem-

porary radio-frequency (RF) communications, defense and automation industries as
filters and frequency control devices in oscillators, signal processing units, and wireless communication duplexers and multiplexers [57–59, 101, 102] and in a multitude
of sensing applications as temperature [13], pressure [14], humidity [15], strain [16],
mass [12], acceleration [17], vibration [18], and gas sensors [19].
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SAW technology is very attractive for sensing applications due to its features
such as miniature size, mass production capability using semiconductor fabrication techniques, operability in the microwave frequency spectrum, battery-free, and
wireless operation [3, 5, 103–105]. In particular, the wireless sensing and batteryfree operation capabilities are extremely attractive for harsh-environment operation, since they diminish or eliminate the need for maintenance; allow operation at
temperatures where no battery or energy scavenging method is feasible; dispenses
additional circuitry at the sensor level, thus also reducing bulkiness, and improving
reliability.
1.4.1

SAW Device Configurations

SAW technology falls under the class of MEMS, which translates an electrical
signal into an acoustic signal and vice versa using a piezoelectric substrate and
interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrodes. The IDT electrodes consist of a series
of interlaced conductive structures to form a set of fingers for acoustic excitation as
shown in Fig. 1.2.
SAW sensors can be fabricated with several configurations; the most popular
configurations are shown in Fig. 1.2 [106]: (A) delay line; (B) two-port resonator;
and (C) one-port resonator. One-port SAW resonator structure consists of an IDT
for the excitation of acoustic wave (transduction from the electrical signal) on the
piezoelectric substrate, and Bragg or synchronous reflector gratings for the reflection
of the surface wave [106, 107], thus generating a standing wave in the IDT region.
Two-port SAW resonators can have input and output IDTs inside a reflector cavity [108, 109], where one set of IDT generates the SAW while the second set picks
up the SAW and confines it between the IDT region. SAW delay lines consist of
two sets of IDTs spaced apart from each other by a fixed delay path [110, 111] and
the acoustic wave propagates from the input IDTs to the output IDTs. A desired
13

Figure 1.2. Common SAW device types: (A) delay line; (B) two-port resonator;
(C) one-port resonator [106]
property of one-port and two-port resonators is their high-quality factor (Q), which
is particularly useful in sensing applications where changes (shift/modulation) in
the SAW resonant frequency or phase can be measured.
SAW delay line based sensors normally rely on variations in their phase instead
of frequency response. Compared to the delay line structure, the one-port resonator
requires only one set of IDTs. In addition, resonators with heavy electrodes can be
designed to have a short acoustic wave propagation distance to mitigate the loss
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in the substrate at high temperatures, thus improving sensor performance in harsh
environments [112].
In addition to these major three types of SAW devices, several other variations
have been developed for wireless sensing applications using programmable reflective
delay lines [113–116] or using orthogonally frequency coding [117, 118]. Both these
techniques use a single IDT pattern for both generating and receiving the SAW,
which is spaced away from a series of reflector arrays placed in a specific pattern
such that portions of the transmitted SAW is reflected by each array, thus reflecting
back a series of echo signals to the IDT that can be post-processed. Both these
designs allow the flexibility of designing the reflector arrays in such a manner that
frequency and code diversity can easily be obtained, which can be advantageous in
multi-sensor applications.
For high-temperature sensing needs, harsh-environment SAW devices typically
require metals or metal-alloy based electrodes capable of sustaining high temperatures, among which platinum (P t) is a common electrode choice (Note: a more
thorough discussion on high temperature thin film electrodes for SAW devices will
be presented in Section 1.5.2); due to the weight of P t-based electrodes, the standing
wave phenomenon due reflections occur significantly within the IDT electrodes. In
addition, the loss in substrates, in particular for langasite used in this work [119],
increase as the temperature goes up, thus it is desirable to have a short propagation
distance, which can be achieved in a SAW resonator due to the strong reflection
within the IDT structure when using P t-based electrodes, a one-port resonator is
a better choice for harsh environment sensing applications as it has only one set of
IDTs and thus was selected for this dissertation. A thorough background discussion
of the one-port SAWR used in this work is provided in the next Section 1.4.2.
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1.4.2

One-port Surface Acoustic Wave Resonators

As introduced the previous section, one-port SAWR devices typically use a piezoelectric substrate with alternating metallic IDT electrodes for transduction of acoustic waves and open or short circuited reflector gratings to reflect the acoustic wave
as shown in Fig. 1.3 (open circuited reflector grating case).
The periodicity of the Bragg reflector (spacing between adjacent IDTs), p, is
typically designed to be half of the wavelength (λ/2) i.e. having a mark-to-space
ratio of 1:1, thus resulting in the resonant frequency of the SAWR device as
fo =

vs
2p

(1.1)

where vs is the SAW velocity in the structure. At this frequency, the electric field
between adjacent IDT electrodes is maximum and all of them contribute constructively in the generation of the surface acoustic wave.
When an alternating voltage is applied around fo across the IDT electrodes, an
electric field is generated on the surface of the substrate. Due to the piezoelectric
property of the substrate, the electric field induces a stress field through its electromechanical coupling, thus generating a surface acoustic wave. The generated
wave is launched by the IDTs in both directions and then reflected by the reflector
gratings, thus generating a standing wave within the structure that can be sampled
by the IDTs.
The equivalent circuit model of a SAW resonator is shown in Fig. 1.4 [120]. The
circuit consists of motional components: Cm , motional capacitance; Lm , motional
inductance; Rm , motional resistance that correspond to contributions of elasticity,
inertia, and damping, respectively. Co is the static capacitance of the IDTs. At its
resonant frequency, fo , the SAWR conductance, G has a maximum:
fo =

1
1
√
2π Lm Cm
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(1.2)

Figure 1.3. One-port SAW resonator configuration with open-circuited gratings.

Figure 1.4. SAW resonator equivalent circuit.
The anti-resonant frequency, fa , occurs at a frequency where the resistance i.e. G−1
is a maximum:
fa =

1
1
p
2π Lm Cm Co /(Cm + Co )

(1.3)

The static capacitance and conductance can be calculated numerically or measured
experimentally. The motional capacitance and inductance can then be determined
from the knowledge of Co , fo , and fa and the usage of (1.2) and (1.3). Finally,
the motional resistance can be computed as Rm = G−1 |f =fo . The SAWR unloaded
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quality factor can then be defined as
Q=

1.4.3

1
2πCm Rm

(1.4)

Sensing Principle for SAWRs

The basic principle of any acoustic wave sensor, including a SAWR sensor, is
response due to perturbation in the acoustic wave propagation or generation caused
by the measurand. The measurand, which can be physical, chemical, or biological
can perturb: (i) mechanical properties, such as: density (ρ), mass (m), substrate
elastic constants (c), SAWR IDT or reflector periodicities (p), volume (V ) or viscosity (η); or (ii) electrical properties, such as: conductivity (σ) and permittivity
() [121, 122]. The perturbations caused by mechanical or electrical variations cause
a change in the acoustic wave velocity as
∆v
= δ(mechanical) + δ(electrical)
vo

(1.5)

i.e.
1 δv
∆v
δv
δv
δv
δv
δv
=
( ∆c + ∆ + ∆p +
∆V +
∆m + ∆σ + ...)
vo
vo δc
δ
δp
δV
δm
δσ

(1.6)

where vo is the unperturbed acoustic wave velocity.
Since the perturbation of the acoustic wave propagation is the cause of sensor
response as shown in (1.5) and (1.6), the electromechanical coupling factor (k 2 ) is
an important factor as it provides a measure of the efficiency of electromechanical
conversion in a substrate or thin film that is used. It sets the limit on achievable insertion loss and also the maximum quality factor for a SAWR. The electromechanical
coupling factor for a SAW can be defined as [100, 120]

k2 = 2 ∗

Vf − Vm
Vf
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(1.7)

where Vf = free-surface SAW velocity and Vm = the metalized surface SAW velocity,
which assumes that the surface is covered with an infinitely thin perfectly conducting
layer.
1.4.3.1 Temperature Behavior of SAWRs
The temperature sensitivity of SAW devices can be estimated in terms of its operating frequency (fo ) as temperature coefficient of frequency (T CF ) or its time delay
(τ ) as temperature coefficient of delay (T CD), which can be represented as [100]
T CF =

1 δf
f δT

(1.8)

T CD =

1 δτ
τ δT

(1.9)

T CF and T CD are inter-related as
T CF = −T CD

(1.10)

Both T CF and T CD can be computed numerically by using temperature dependent elastic coefficients [123], experimentally extracted at the substrate level [124],
or measured at a device level by tracking the fractional shift in the SAWR resonant
frequency as a function of temperature [125].
1.4.3.2 Static Strain Behavior of SAWRs
Static bias (strain/pressure) on a SAWR deforms the substrate, altering the
effective material properties (such as elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric properties)
where the acoustic wave propagates, and slightly modifies the effective pitch of the
periodic transducers and reflecting structures [16, 20, 126]. These changes lead to a
frequency shift (∆f ) of the SAWR resonant frequency (fo ) shown in (1.1).Therefore,
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∆f can be related to strain on the sensor due the applied stress. Moreover, observations have indicated that ∆f is linearly related to strain over the explored strain
range in [16].
1.4.3.3 Dynamic Strain Behavior of SAWRs
A dynamic bias/strain (or vibration), causes a periodic change the IDT electrode
pitch and effective substrate stiffness coefficients, leading to a change in the propagating path and acoustic wave velocity (vs ), thus causing the dynamic stress signal
to modulate the SAWR RF signal. As introduced in Section 1.4.3.2, under static
strain conditions, the SAWR resonant frequency shifts from its unstrained resonant
frequency and this frequency shift related to the amount of strain that the SAWR
is exposed to. For a dynamic strain case, the SAWR resonant frequency is varied
cyclically due to the dynamic strain-inducing signal, thus resulting in a modulation
of the SAWR frequency response. A more detailed discussion of the modulation and
consequent signal processing required for SAWR dynamic strain analysis is provided
in Chapter 4.
1.5

High Temperature Considerations for SAWR Sensors
There are two major design considerations that need to be made in regards

to SAWR sensors for high-temperature applications, namely selection of: (i) SAW
piezoelectric substrate or film; and (ii) thin-film electrode configuration for SAWR
IDT and reflector electrodes.
1.5.1

SAW Piezoelectric Substrates for High-Temperature

One of the major challenges with developing a high temperature SAWR sensor is
selecting a stable substrate capable of surviving the extreme temperatures and withstanding thermal shocks. At elevated temperatures, piezoelectric substrates face is20

sues of thermal instability in regards to their dielectric, piezoelectric, and electromechanical properties, phase transitions, chemical decomposition, and acoustic wave
attenuation [5, 12, 127, 128]. Common piezoelectric crystal substrates considered
for SAW harsh-environment applications are [5, 12, 129, 130]: quartz (QTZ, SiO2 );
lithium niobate (LNO, LiN bO3 ); gallium orthhophosphate (GPO, GaP O4 ); the langasite family of crystals (LGX), which refers to langasite (LGS, La3 Ga5 SiO14 ), langatate (LGT, La3 Ga5.5 T a0.5 O14 ), and langanite (LGN, La3 Ga5.5 N b0.5 O14 ); calcium
gallium germanate, langasite isomorph crystals, such as Ca3 N bGa3 Si2 O14 (CNGS),
Ca3 T aGa3 Si2 O14 (CTGS), Sr3 N bGa3 Si2 O14 (SNGS), and Sr3 T aGa3 Si2 O14 (STGS),
rare earth calcium oxyborate single crystals ReCa4 O(BO3 )3 (ReCOB, Re: rare earth
elements such as Gd, La, and Y ), and piezoelectric films such as aluminum nitride
(AlN ), gallium nitride (GaN ), and aluminum gallium nitride (AlX Ga1−X N ).
Quartz has been used as the piezoelectric substrate in SAW pressure sensors for
structural monitoring [3] and dynamic strain sensors for force monitoring [21, 131]
due to its high-temperature stability up to its α to β phase transition occurring at
573 ◦C [132]. Lithium niobate has been explored as pressure sensors for conditioning
monitoring in the baking industry up to 200 ◦C [133] and for monitoring pressure
in a combustion engine up to 400 ◦C, although crystal decomposition above 300 ◦C
limits its use at high temperatures [134]. Gallium orthophosphate, stable up to
970 ◦C, is also a potential alternative for harsh environment sensing applications
[135, 136]; however, issues with growing large sized GPO crystals as well as cost and
commercial availability have been major challenges preventing it from being widely
used. Langasite has been used in high temperature applications as it does not
undergo any phase transition prior to its melting point around 1470 ◦C [119, 137],
and has been successfully tested for shocks in temperature and pressure without
damaging the crystal [138, 139]. Due to the fact that LGS is a commercially available
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crystal [140] and that its high temperature coefficients have been characterized up
to 800 ◦C [141, 142], it is commonly used in high temperature sensing applications.
Piezoelectric thin films such as AlN , GaN , and AlX Ga1−X N have been explored
in multiple harsh environment sensing applications [143–145]. AlN in particular has
been promising as a high temperature thin film alternative as it can retain its piezoelectric properties up to 1150 ◦C [146], but its usage has been limited due to difficulty
in bulk production of large sized bulk materials [12]. Moreover, practical usage of
these films in air has so far been limited to under 700 ◦C due to morphological
changes due to loss of nitrogen and film oxidation [5].
1.5.2

Thin-Film Electrodes for High-Temperature Operation

In addition to the high temperature substrate, the type of thin film electrode
material selected to fabricate the SAW sensor is important for high-temperature
harsh-environment operations. In terms of harsh environment strain or vibration
sensing, sensor stability is necessary because any drift will result in an unreliable
sensor and variation or volatility of the film is a major factor for sensor drift. Some
of the major challenges in regards to electrode material at high temperature are: (i)
stability issues due to oxidation or volatilization, (ii) delamination from substrate,
and (iii) agglomeration.
High temperature metals such as platinum (P t), rhodium (Rh), iridium (Ir), palladium (P d) and conductive ceramics like lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM )
have been explored as thin film material due to their high melting point and resistance to oxidation [139, 147–149]. However, thin films using pure metals suffer
from a high degree of oxidation (Ir) and agglomeration or dewetting (P t) limiting their long-term operation to under 700 ◦C [147, 150]. Research groups have
also explored metal alloy based nanocomposite thin films using co-deposition and
multilayered structures such as P tRh/ZrO2 , P t − Co, P t − Rh/CoO, P t − N i,
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P tRh/N iO, P t − Cr, P t − Al, P t − Al/P t/ZrO2 , P t − Al/P t/N b, P t − Al/P t/Cr,
P t − Al/P t/ZrO2 , P t/Al2 O3 , P t − Rh/Hf O2 , P tN i|P tZr [5, 13, 151]; and Ir −
Rh [152] allowing SAW electrodes to be functional beyond 700 ◦C. Thin-film P t
and P t-alloy based nano-layers (100 nm to 200 nm) often suffer from issues such
as agglomeration and dewetting at high temperatures [147, 148, 150]. Fig. 1.5 and
Fig. 1.6 illustrate examples of agglomeration [150] and generation of P t-rich peaks
on SAW IDTs due to film stress [153]. Barrier layers using insulating material such
as alumina (Al2 O3 ) [125] and SiAlON [151, 154, 155] are often used as interfacial
(between substrate and electrode layer) or capping (on top of electrode layer) layers
to mitigate film agglomeration, stress, and dewetting. However, since the capping
layer is insulating, capacitive coupling is necessary to get access to SAW sensor
bondpads [5, 151].

Figure 1.5. Illustration of agglomeration of Pt-based thin film electrodes [150].

1.6

Current State of SAW Strain Sensor Technology
SAW strain sensor technology emerged from SAW pressure sensor technology

that first gained prominence in the 1970s [156, 157]. More recently SAW pressure
sensor technology [158] has been adapted and used as: torque and pressure sensors
in automotive applications [6]; as strain sensors in industrial harsh-environment
monitoring [159]; and structural health monitoring [3]. At high temperatures, SAW
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Figure 1.6. SEM images showing generation of Pt-rich peaks caused by film
stress [153].
pressure sensors have been reported to operate at 100 ◦C and 225 psi [14]. However,
in terms of SAW strain sensor technology, research has so far been limited to 100 ◦C
for static strain [3, 20, 105] and has only been in investigated at room temperature for
dynamic strain applications [131]. Packaging [105] and calibration [20] using quartz
AT-X SAW sensors have been investigated up to 100 ◦C; LGS SAW static strain
sensors for fastener failure detection in aircrafts using orthogonal frequency coding
reflectors have been discussed in [3] up to 100 ◦C, and more recently the frequency
response of LGS crystals to crystal deformation up to 500 ◦C has been reported
in [160]. However, static strain sensing using SAW sensors has been limited up to
100 ◦C due to issues of attachment, sensor sensitivity, and reliability. Stoney et al
have tested SAW dynamic strain sensors for strain values of 20µ (micro-strain) at
room temperature [21].
The limited progress made by SAW sensor technology for static and dynamic
strain applications can be attributed to the five major technological challenges shown
in Fig. 1.7: (i) platform stability of SAW sensors; (ii) attachment and packaging that
deal with sensor mounting on test part; (iii) temperature and strain cross sensitivity;
(iv) high-temperature sensor calibration; and (v) signal processing of SAW frequency
response for dynamic strain. These issues are discussed and addressed in this thesis.
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Figure 1.7. Technical challenges for high-temperature strain sensors.
1.7

Objective and Dissertation Organization
SAW sensor technology is an attractive platform for high-temperature static

and dynamic strain due to its many desirable features such as size, battery-free
operation, robustness, ability to be mass produced, and capability of operating
wirelessly. However, as discussed in Section 1.6, SAW strain sensor research has
been limited to under 100 ◦C for static strain and to room temperature for dynamic
strain due the technological roadblocks shown in Fig. 1.7.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the SAWR strain sensor operation characteristics, limitations, and find solutions to enable the SAWR platform as a stable
high-temperature static and dynamic strain sensor, capable of operation and performance in harsh-environment applications such as power plants, metal manufacturing, aerospace, automotive, and defense.
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In order to attain the goal of this thesis, the major objectives targeted are as
follows:
1. Explore and improve high-temperature behavior of SAWR devices to ensure
long-term platform stability up to 1000 ◦C.
2. Explore high-temperature adhesive tools and techniques for reliable attachment of SAWR strain sensors to metallic test parts.
3. Generate a numerical strain calibration technique for static strain calibration at high-temperatures to address the issue of no reliable calibration
standard at high-temperatures.
4. Implement a two-sensor measurement technique to mitigate temperaturestrain cross-sensitivity for high-temperature static strain measurements.
5. Measure static strain at high-temperatures using a high-temperature
constant stress beam.
6. Develop a signal processing technique to separate frequency and amplitude modulation contributions due to an externally applied dynamic strain
signal on an RF interrogated SAWR sensor.
7. Measure dynamic strain at high-temperatures using a constant stress
beam on a high-temperature test rig.
Based on the aforementioned targeted objectives, the chapters of this thesis are
organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents fabrication and characterization of long-term stability for the
one-port SAWR sensor platform developed and used in this dissertation for
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temperatures up to 1000 ◦C (Objective 1). Moreover, this chapter also discusses high-temperature attachment solutions of the developed SAWR strain
sensors to metallic test parts for temperatures under 500 ◦C (Objective 2).
• Chapter 3 discusses in-situ static strain measurements and calibration performed
using the developed SAWR sensors up to 400◦C that allows direct strain reading at elevated temperatures (Objective 5). Sensor calibrations up to 400◦C
was achieved by: (i) development of a numerical finite-element method calibration technique that can address the issue of lack of reliable high-temperature
strain calibration standards (Objective 3); and (ii) implementation of a twosensor temperature compensation scheme consisting of a SAWR strain sensor
and a SAWR temperature sensor to mitigate the temperature-strain crosssensitivity occurring at high temperatures (Objective 4).
• Chapter 4 introduces a signal processing technique used to separate modulations
that occur on a SAWR RF response due to dynamic strain. An in-phase
and quadrature analysis technique was investigated and established in this
chapter that allowed simultaneous detection and quantification of both the
frequency (frequencies) and magnitude of dynamic strain signal. The in-phase
and quadrature technique also revealed and quantified the presence of both
frequency and amplitude modulation in the SAWR RF response when the
sensor is exposed to an externally applied dynamic strain signal (Objective
6).
• Chapter 5 discusses implementation and testing of in-situ dynamic strain measurements and calibration performed using the SAWR sensors developed under this dissertation at temperatures up to 400 ◦C and strain values up to
70µ. High-temperature calibration was performed using a commercial hightemperature strain gauge on a custom designed high-temperature test rig and
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allowed quantification of both dynamic strain frequency and magnitude using
a SAWR sensor (Objective 7).
• Chapter 6 summarizes findings of this dissertation and discusses the suggestions
for future work.
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Chapter 2
SAW PLATFORM AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE ATTACHMENT:
FABRICATION AND STABILITY CHARACTERIZATION

2.1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to investigation and improvement of the stability of

SAWR platform [13, 161] and high-temperature packaging pertaining to strain sensors. As first introduced in Chapter 1, surface acoustic wave technology has found
applications in response to multiple harsh-environment high temperature (>100 ◦C)
sensing needs as temperature, pressure, torque, gas, and strain sensors [5, 12, 16].
Due to the high temperature demands of these high-temperature sensing applications, one of the major technological challenges is ensuring that the SAWR platform
is stable. Two issues that need to be addressed in terms of platform stability are:
(i) high temperature endurance and (ii) sensor stability to multiple heating, cooling,
and soaking cycles.
For high-temperature strain sensing applications, stability of the sensor platform
is critical as sensor drift can result in reduced accuracy and precision of this sensor technology. The SAWR sensor configuration, thin-film composition (substrate,
adhesion, interfacial, electrode, and protective layers), fabrication, and long-term
stability testing are presented in this chapter. In addition to platform stability,
high-temperature attachment techniques relevant to SAWR strain sensors is another
technological hurdle that needs to be tackled. The primary principle of any kind of
strain sensor is that stress on the test part has to be transferred through the part
onto the sensor, thus resulting in a sensor response. For stress to be transferred, the
sensor has to be in direct contact or attached in some manner to the test part. Most
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room-temperature adhesives, which are primarily based on cyanoacrylate material
have an upper temperature limit of under 100 ◦C [162, 163]. Therefore, alternative
attachment methods applicable to elevated temperatures are to: (i) weld the sensor
to the test part by flame spraying technique, which is irreversible without damaging
the test part and only applicable for strain gauge type sensors; and (ii) attachment by epoxying the sensor using high-temperature adhesives or epoxies, which is
more flexible as it is not permanent like welding but is more prone to premature
failure [47]. In this chapter, issues such as high-temperature adhesive selection,
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) matching, and test part cleaning procedure
have been addressed to ensure stability of high-temperature packaging stability.
2.2

Fabricated SAWR Sensors
The SAW sensor configuration used in this work was one-port resonator type

SAW device, which was introduced in Chapter 1. LGS was selected as the SAW
substrate for this work first and foremost due to its resilience and piezoelectric
operation at temperatures above 1000 ◦C [5, 12, 138, 139]. In addition, LGS with
Euler angles (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) orientation is commercially available [140] and its
high temperature coefficients up to 800 ◦C [141, 142] are also available, and thus
was selected for this work. Two different SAWR types were implemented, with
Device Type 1 fabricated along LGS Euler angles (0◦ , 138.5◦ , Ψ) with Ψ = 26.7◦ ,
whereas, Device Type 2 were fabricated along LGS Euler angles (0◦ , 138.5◦ , Ψ)
with Ψ = 32.9◦ . The designed SAWR resonant frequency can be calculated using
the SAW velocity in the structure. Using the surface acoustic wave velocity for
LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) as 2738 m/s and LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 32.9◦ ) as 2723 m/s [164]
and the patterned periodicities, 2p = λ/2 (Fig. 1.3) of 7 µm (Ψ = 26.7◦ ) and 4
µm (Ψ = 32.9◦ ), the designed SAWR resonant frequency calculated using (1.1) are
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195.6MHz and 340.4MHz for Ψ = 26.7◦ and Ψ = 32.9◦ , respectively. Although a
higher operational frequency and consequently smaller electrode widths are desirable
for wireless applications as it reduces the size of the associated antennas, SAW
propagation losses at high temperatures increases with frequency in substrates such
as LGS [119, 165]. In addition, the minimum dimension required for high quality
fabrication of SAW devices in the clean-room facilities at the University of Maine
is around 2µm, thus 340.4MHz operational frequency was chosen for Device Type
2. The 195.6MHz operational frequency for Device Type 1 was selected due to ease
and repeatability of fabrication of larger electrode widths, which in this case was
3.5µm. The design parameters of the two types of SAWR sensors implemented in
terms of electrode width, mark-to-space ratio, IDT and reflector electrode count,
and acoustic aperture in terms of wavelength (λ) are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. SAWR Sensor Configuration
Parameter Electrode MarkAcoustic
IDTs
Width
to-space
aperture
ratio
(W )
Ψ = 26.7◦
◦

Ψ = 32.9

Reflectors

3.5µm

1:1

31λ/51λ

80 pairs

822

2µm

1:1

51λ

80 pairs

800

Harsh-environment SAWR sensors require thin-film configuration consisting of
high-temperature capable electrode, adhesion, interfacial, and protective layers [5].
The construction of the composite thin-film structure incorporating these layers
such that the inter-layer adhesion is maximized and stress in the film is reduced
is critical for high-temperature harsh-environment operation. P t-alloy based electrodes are also commonly used for high-temperature applications due to their stable
performance at elevated temperatures [5, 12]. Out of the various P t-alloy choices
referred to in Section 1.5.2, multilayered P tN i|P tZr and co-deposited P t/Al2 O3
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were selected for this work due the potential of these films to operate up to 1000 ◦C
as shown by successful conductivity tests for blanket films on LGS and sapphire [155].
The thin-film configuration of both types of sensors is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The
thin-film electrode structure for the multilayered P tN i|P tZr (shown in Fig. 2.1A)
consists of a 50nm Al2 O3 thick interfacial layer deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) on top of the entire LGS substrate, followed by 10nm thick zirconium (Zr) adhesion layer, and the multilayered P tN i|P tZr film, which consists
of 12-15nm thick co-deposited P t − N i (80:20 ratio) interlaced with 12-15nm of
co-deposited P t − Zr (70:30 ratio), five to twelve layers of each, to a total of approximately 120-190nm. A 50nm ALD Al2 O3 insulating capping layer is then grown
over the entire device, and acts as a protective cover. On top of the bondpad region,
a thin film consisting of 50nm Zr followed by 50nm thin film P t is patterned,
followed by a thick film P t conductive paste patterned by screen printing [13]. The
thick paste allows capacitive coupling access of the device and improves bonding
performance at high-temperature [5, 151]. The thin film electrode structure for the
co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 (shown in Fig. 2.1B) consists of a similar layering structure
except for the the exclusion of the interfacial layer and the electrode layer using 120190nm co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 film. Note that the 195.6MHz devices were fabricated
with a slightly thicker electrode layer (170nm-190nm) than the 340.4MHz devices
(120nm-140nm) for both film types.
Figure 2.2 shows a photograph of the fabricated SAWR sensor with a micrograph (Fig. 2.2 inset) illustrating the transducer pattern of the fabricated SAWR
sensor as an example of a post-fabricated SAWR. The fabricated 3.5µm SAWRs with
190nm thick electrode layer had measured resonant frequencies between 195.2MHz
and 195.8MHz, therefore consistent with the nominal designed value of 195.6MHz
considering the fabrication process spreading and, in particular, the complex film
structure, which consists of adhesion, interfacial, electrode, and capping layers previ32

Figure 2.1. Thin film configurations for SAWR sensors: (A) P tN i|P tZr multilayered; (B) P t/Al2 O3 co-deposited
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Figure 2.2. Photograph of a 195.6 MHz fabricated SAWR sensor with an optical
micrograph depicting the electrode pattern of the SAWR sensor
ously detailed. For fabrications with a thinner electrode layer (170nm), the SAWR
resonant frequency was approximately 193.5±0.6MHz. Similarly, fabricated 2µm
SAWR sensors showed frequency spreading between 338.2MHz and 340MHz, also
consistent with expected variation from the nominal design frequency of 340.4MHz.
Upon fabrication, the SAWR sensors were annealed for four hours at 850 ◦C to
stabilize the electrode film.
2.3

High-Temperature Platform Stability Investigation
Prior to characterizing the high-temperature static and dynamic strain behavior

of the fabricated multi-layered P tN i|P tZr and co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 based SAWR
sensors, testing and verification of high-temperature stability of the SAWR platform
was performed. High-temperature stability testing were carried out on 195.6MHz
P tN i|P tZr (Section 2.3.1) [13] and 338.2MHz P t/Al2 O3 (Section 2.3.2) [161] based
SAWR sensors. The measured data for both film types employed the following:
Thermolyne model 48000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA); Cascade Mi34

croprobe Station 11741HT (Cascade Microtech, Beaverton, OH); and two Agilent
Vector Network Analyzers (VNA models E5071C and 8573ES, Agilent Technologies
Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Instrumentation related software packages, such as Labview
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) and MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA), were used through dedicated scripts written for data collection and processing
in laboratory computers.
2.3.1

P tN i|P tZr based SAWR Sensors

In order to investigate the upper operational temperature limit, the SAWR devices were exposed in an air environment box furnace to 1100 ◦C and 1200 ◦C. After
4 hours at each of these temperatures, the SAWRs were brought back to room
temperature and their impedance responses were measured using the probe station
and the VNA. Figure 2.3a, Fig. 2.3b, and Fig. 2.3c illustrate the one-port P tN i|P tZr
SAWR response in terms of |S11 |, conductance, and susceptance, respectively before
and after the 4 hour exposure at 1100 ◦C. The results for the SAWR exposed to
1200 ◦C is not plotted as they were no longer operational after heating at 1200 ◦C.
The SAWR heated to 1100 ◦C had a measurable response, although its frequency
response had changed when compared to the response before heating to 1100 ◦C with
a frequency decrease of 100kHz and a conductance increase of approximately 9mS.
Since the SAWR was annealed at 850 ◦C for 4 hours prior to testing, it was not clear
whether the frequency response variation was due to changes in the nanostructure
of the film upon exposure to higher temperatures or due to film deterioration. Thus,
a second SAWR was exposed for 12 hours at 1100 ◦C.
Figure 2.4a, Fig. 2.4b, and Fig. 2.4c illustrate the one-port P tN i|P tZr SAWR
response in terms of |S11 |, conductance, and susceptance, respectively before and
after the 12 hour exposure at 1100 ◦C. For the 12 hour case, the frequency shifted
by 100kHz, but the conductance increased by 36mS after 12 hours of heating at
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(a) S11

(b) Conductance

(c) Susceptance
Figure 2.3. Frequency response for a 195.6MHz P tN i|P tZr one-port SAWR
obtained at room temperature before and after 4 hours at 1100 ◦C for: (a) S11 ;
(b) Conductance; (c) Susceptance
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(a) S11

(b) Conductance

(c) Susceptance
Figure 2.4. Frequency response for a 195.6MHz P tN i|P tZr one-port SAWR
obtained at room temperature before and after 12 hours at 1100 ◦C for: (a) S11 ;
(b) Conductance; (c) Susceptance
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1100 ◦C. The measured results suggest that at 1100 ◦C, the SAWR will only operate
for a short duration (< 12 hours).
An additional test was performed on another SAWR sensor by heating it between
300 ◦C and 1000 ◦C to characterize sensor stability when exposed to heating and cooling excursions. Figure 2.5 shows the temperature cycling profile and the resulting
measured SAWR frequency response. As shown in Fig. 2.5, the test was divided
into three sections: (1) four cycles from 300 ◦C-1000 ◦C, (2) 48 hours of soaking at
1000 ◦C, and (3) four additional cycles from 300 ◦C-1000 ◦C. Thus, this test totaled
120 hours, with 56 hours at 1000 ◦C. The inset of Fig. 2.5 shows details of the SAWR
mounted on a high temperature inconel coaxial cable with the K-type thermocouple
used as a reference. The thermocouple was mounted with the its junction in direct
contact with the back of the inconel cable so that the thermocouple and SAWR
temperatures were at the same temperature.

Figure 2.5. Measured 195.6MHz P tN i|P tZr based SAWR resonant frequency and
thermocouple temperature monitored for a long term stability test (Round 1 only)
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Although the SAWR frequency response shown in Fig. 2.5 appears to track the
thermocouple temperature well, it is important to investigate in more detail the
variations taking place during each of the hold times. For that purpose, 16 data
points were selected at each of the 1 hour hold times at 1000 ◦C from the cycling
portions and the same number of data points were selected at three different periods
during the 48 hour soak section of the test. The data points were selected from time
periods where the SAWR frequency response reached a plateau, thus ensuring that
the SAWR was at a stable temperature in the furnace. Figure 2.6 shows the mean
(points) and standard deviation (bars) for the 16 frequency data points measured
at each hold time at 1000 ◦C, and plots the result as a function of time spent at
1000 ◦C. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 reveal that during the first several hours of exposure
to 1000 ◦C, a more rapid frequency variation occurs. This variation is credited to
nanostructural changes in the electrode film during annealing beyond the initial
850 ◦C for 4 hours burn-in period.
In order to obtain more information regarding the stability of these devices, the
test described above and shown in Fig. 2.5 was repeated two more times. The
cumulative results are displayed in Fig. 2.7, with each of the tests referred to as
Round 1, Round 2, and Round 3, representing more than 160 hours at 1000 ◦C
and a total test time of 310 hours. During the end of Round 3, sensor contact
problems were encountered, revealing that after such exposure to high temperature
and cycling, the P t-based thick film paste used for the capacitive coupling connection
suffered severe degradation through material loss. Alternative pastes should being
considered to reduce the impact of the material loss at operational temperatures
of 1000 ◦C and above. Care needs to be taken when selecting pastes as certain
pastes with traces of manganese (M n) have shown to permanently contaminate and
deteriorate the P t-based thin film electrodes.
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Figure 2.6. Mean (points) and standard deviation (error bars) for the frequency of a
195.6MHz P tN i|P tZr based device against time spent at 1000 ◦C for the long-term
stability test (Round 1 only)
Figure 2.7 shows a frequency variation of about 60kHz for the period starting
after approximately 40 hours of exposure to 1000 ◦C in the Round 1 through the
end of the test in Round 3 (over 160 hours). For an approximate sensitivity to
temperature of 10 kHz/◦C of the SAWR tested, this frequency variation corresponds
to an uncertainty of 3 ◦C throughout the course of the three rounds of temperature
cycling. The 3 ◦C is comparable with the precision of the K-Type thermocouple used
for the measurements and the relative stability of the furnace and its proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller.
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Figure 2.7. Mean (points) and standard deviation (error bars) for the frequency of a
195.6MHz P tN i|P tZr based device against time spent at 1000 ◦C for the long-term
stability tests (Rounds 1, 2, and 3)
2.3.2

P t/Al2 O3 based SAWR Sensors

The stability of 338.2 MHz P t/Al2 O3 electrode based SAWR sensors was verified
by testing the long-term performance of these devices over 620 hours of thermal
cycling between 300 ◦C and 750 ◦C. The test featured three separate steps: (i)
four cycles between 300 ◦C and 750 ◦C with four hours of hold times at each of the
temperature plateaus; (ii) a soak period of 10 hours at 750 ◦C; and (iii) repeat the
four cycles between 300 ◦C and 750 ◦C in step (i). It takes around 103 hours to
complete the three steps, which is referred to as a round in this work. A total of
six rounds were concluded, which translates into a total testing time of around 620
hours. Figure 2.8 shows the temperature measured by the thermocouple on the
left vertical axis and the SAWR resonant frequency, F0 , on the right vertical axis
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Figure 2.8. Measured 338.2 MHz P t/Al2 O3 based SAWR sensor resonant frequency
and thermocouple temperature monitored for one round (110 hours)
as a function of time for one of the rounds, Round 5, showing the device response
consistency during the period observed.
Frequency stability and minimal drift are critical characteristics for the high
temperature SAWR sensor platform. To verify this feature, a cluster of data points
(>200 points) was selected at each 750 ◦C SAWR frequency response plateau during
the respective time intervals over the six rounds. The data was used to extract
the mean and standard deviation in terms of the SAWR frequency responses. The
measured mean (discrete data points) and ± standard deviation, σ (error bars) at
48 time intervals during the test duration are shown in Fig. 2.9. During the third
round, the PC used for data acquisition shut off, which caused the data point gap
between 260 hours and 300 hours. The furnace and the temperature controlling unit
were still operating during that period and did not compromise the test.
As can be inferred from Fig. 2.9, the SAWR frequency at 750 ◦C varied less than
0.05% over entirety of the test, considering the minima and maxima of σ over the
entire six round test. The 0.03% frequency variation that occurred during Rounds
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Figure 2.9. Typical frequency stability behavior vs. time of a 338.2 MHz P t/Al2 O3
SAWR under long-term exposure to 750 ◦C (Rounds 1 to 6): mean (points) and
standard deviation (error bars)
1 and 2 can be attributed to changes in the electrode film material caused due to
annealing. Between Rounds 3 and 5, the maximum frequency variation (difference
between the minimum and maximum of σ) is less than 0.02% and fluctuates in
both directions, suggesting that the sensor and respective electrode film reached a
stable response, and that variations may be due to the measurement system. The
sensitivity of the SAWR sensor at 750 ◦C is approximately -0.0052%/◦C. Thus, a
0.02% variation translates to ±2 ◦C, which is comparable to the precision of the
K-type thermocouples and the relative stability of the furnace and the PID furnace
control system used to control the furnace. Note that there was a 21kHz or 0.007%
frequency shift at the end of Round 5. The P t bonding got detached at the end of
Round 5 and thus the SAWR had to be removed from the furnace and re-bonded.
The event was related to a slight change in the measured sensor impedance, thus
causing the referred 21kHz frequency variation (which translates to a corresponding
temperature of approximately 0.7 ◦C around 750 ◦C) reported above in the SAWR
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response. The observed variation in the SAWR response could have been triggered
either by shifting of the 4mil Pt wires holding the SAWR or introduction of inorganic
particles on top of the SAWR, thus loading the surface and changing its response.
2.4

High-Temperature Attachment Needs
In terms of high-temperature attachment to test part for static and dynamic

strain operation, an important challenge is posed by the difference in expansion of
the sensor substrate material and the materials commonly used in harsh-environment
power plants, industrial, aerospace, and defense applications [16, 105]. When heated,
all materials undergo a change in their length, area, or volume as a result of the
induced thermal stress, which is referred to as thermal expansion. Coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE), defined as the fractional change in length of a material
per unit temperature change, describes how the size of the material changes as
function of temperature. Assuming a linear temperature variation around a certain
temperature range, CTE can be represented as [166]

αL =

∆L 1
L ∆T

(2.1)

where, αL = coefficient of thermal expansion,
∆L = fractional change in length,
L = initial length of object, and
∆T = fractional change in temperature.
Isotropic materials undergo the same heating and cooling effects along all dimensions so that expansion or contraction due to heating or cooling results is a
proportional volumetric change as
∆V
= αV ∗ ∆T
V
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(2.2)

where, αV = volume coefficient of thermal expansion,
∆V = fractional change in volume,
V = initial volume of object, and
∆T = fractional change in temperature.
For anisotropic materials, the expansion is no longer uniform in every dimension and depends on the actual crystallographic direction of interest. For example,
alpha-quartz has CTE values of 13.7 ppm/◦C and 7.4 ppm/◦C for α11 and α33 ,
respectively around room temperature [167]. Langasite crystals have been reported
to have CTE values of α11 =5.11 ppm/◦C and α33 =3.16 ppm/◦C [168]. Calculations
made at the University of Maine facilities using MATLAB scripts developed by
Professor Mauricio Pereira da Cunha [169] revealed that LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ),
which is used in this work, has CTE values of 4.93 ppm/◦C along the direction of
propagation and 4.55 ppm/◦C perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Since,
the LGS based SAWRs used in this work have very similar CTEs in both along the
propagation direction (4.93 ppm/◦C) and perpendicular to the propagation direction
(4.55 ppm/◦C), either CTE value can be considered when attempting to perform
CTE matching with an adhesive or test part. However, for other materials this may
not be the case, thus it is important to be aware of expansion coefficient in the
direction(s) of interest.
Typically ceramics have the lowest CTE values followed by metal and metalalloys, whereas polymer materials have the largest CTE values [170]. Materials
commonly used in high-temperature industrial applications, such as: power plant
boiler tubes, exchangers, gasifiers, reactor walls [171]; turbine blades in aerospace
industries [172]; and state-of-the-art automotive engines and exhaust systems [173]
utilize metals or metal-alloys such as stainless steel, titanium, hastelloy, inconel,
which have CTE values greater than 10 ppm/◦C [174].
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For this work, inconel-625 was used as the test coupon for adhesion testing
and as the test beams for static and dynamic strain analysis, which has a CTE
of 13.5 ppm/◦C [171]. The CTE of LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) along the propagation
direction is almost three times smaller than that for inconel-625, which means that
the metallic test part will expand three times more than the sensor causing a high
amount of stress on the crystal substrate. Therefore, an investigation was conducted
in finding an appropriate adhesive that provides the best adhesion between inconel
(test part) and LGS substrate material (SAWR) at high temperatures as shown in
Fig. 2.10.

Figure 2.10. SAWR attachment to test part using adhesive

2.5

High-Temperature Adhesive Investigation
Two requirements that a high-temperature static and dynamic strain sensor ad-

hesive must satisfy are: (i) handle the difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between inconel and LGS; and (ii) allow the strain from the test part
to be effectively transferred to the SAWR sensor. As first discussed in Section 2.4,
there is a large CTE mismatch between inconel (13.5 ppm/◦C) and LGS with orientation (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) (4.93 ppm/◦C); therefore, ceramic and metal based epoxies,
which have CTE ranging between 7.2-12.6 ppm/◦C, were screened in an attempt to
match the difference between the CTE of the two types of materials. The issue of
sensor attachment was investigated through the analysis of selected epoxies from
Aremco Products, Inc. (Valley Cottage, NY), part numbers: 584, 569, 571, 632,
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668 [175, 176]; Cotronics Corp. (Brooklyn, NY), part numbers: 952FS [177] and
989FS [178]; and Omega Engineering (Stamford, CT) part number: Omegabond
600 [179].
Table 2.2 provides information regarding the base of the epoxies and the CTE
values for the epoxies tested. Aremco part numbers 571 and 584 have very good CTE
matching with inconel so were expected to work well with it. Al2 O3 based Aremco
part numbers 569, 668, and Mica based Aremco 632 have CTEs approximately
halfway between LGS and inconel. Cotronics 952FS has a CTE of 7.2 ppm/◦C,
which was chosen because the CTE was half-way between LGS and inconel. In
addition, since inconel is a nickel (Ni) based alloy and Cotronics 952FS is a nickel
based epoxy, they were expected to pair well. Cotronics 989FS is an alumina based
epoxy with a CTE of 8.1 ppm/◦C. Most of the Aremco products and Cotronics
952FS had CTE around 7.1 ppm/◦C to 7.6 ppm/◦C so it was hypothesized that a
slightly higher CTE could result in a better match with inconel and reduce stress
on LGS. In addition, these epoxies are suggested for adhesion between metals and
polished quartz-like materials, so were expected to work as adhesive alternatives
between inconel and LGS. Omegabond 600 has a CTE value very close to LGS and
smaller than the rest of the screened epoxies as listed in Table 2.2, thus was expected
to adhere well to LGS, but its adhesion to inconel was unknown.
Several 2.5" by 1.5" inconel coupons were cut and prepared for testing purposes.
The cleaning procedure for these coupons and LGS pieces is described in the next
Section ??. In addition to the coupons, several steel masks were prepared with
holes of different thicknesses and radius to aid in repeatable application of epoxy
on the parts and are shown in Fig. 2.11. Before attempting to perform LGS-inconel
adhesion tests, it was important to verify that proper substrate preparation for
adhesion was performed so that the epoxies adhered well to both inconel and LGS
separately, which is explored next
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Table 2.2. List of investigated high-temperature epoxies/adhesives
Epoxy
Base
CTE
(ppm/◦C)
Aremco 584

M gO

11.7

Aremco 569

Al2 O3

7.6

Aremco 668

Al2 O3 /SiO2

7.2

Aremco 571

M gO

12.6

Aremco 632

Mica

8.5

Cotronics 952FS

Nickel

7.2

Cotronics 989FS

Al2 O3

8.1

Omegabond 600

Al2 O3

4.7

Figure 2.11. Steel masks for epoxy application with holes of different thicknesses
and radius
An important factor in determining whether an epoxy adheres to a surface is the
cleaning and preparation of the part. As a first pass, the metallic surface preparation
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was carried out by sanding using 220-grit sandpaper to get rid of grease and dirt,
followed by cleaning using isopropanol on a cotton gauze to get rid of the residuals;
however, it was soon realized that this cleaning procedure was not sufficient as the
epoxies detached right upon curing.
The surface preparation was improved by first cleaning the coupon mounted
on a teflon fixture in a beaker with acetone exposed to an ultrasonic bath. Then,
traditional strain gage application procedure suggested by Vishay MM was utilized [180]. First, a 220-grit sandpaper was used to dry abrade the surface, then
320-grit sandpaper was used in conjunction with M-Prep neutralizer [181] to wet
abrade the surface. Next, 440-grit sandpaper and M-Prep was used to perform the
final wet abrade and remove the finer particles from the surface. Isopropanol was
then applied using Q-tips on the surface to remove the abraded particles followed
by a final wipe using cotton gauze.
The LGS pieces and SAWR devices used in testing were placed in a teflon fixture
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone followed by spraying with isopropanol
and di-ionized (DI) water. Finally, the pieces were dried in Nitrogen (N2 ) gas.
2.5.1

Aremco Epoxies

2.5.1.1 Adhesion to Inconel-625
Upon surface cleaning described in the previous section, 0.63mm thick Aremco
569 was applied using one of the masks shown in Fig. 2.11 on the coupons as shown
in Fig. 2.12. The epoxy was cured using the directions prescribed by the supplier.
The coupon was then cycled four times from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C. The strength of the
epoxy adhesion was tested by shear pressure applied using tweezers, with typical
results shown in Fig. 2.13. This process was repeated for Aremco 584, 571, 632, and
668.
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Figure 2.12. Epoxy adhesion to inconel-625 test setup (Aremco 569 applied in this
example)

Figure 2.13. Aremco 569 weak adhesion to inconel-625
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Results showed that Aremco 571 has very good adhesion with inconel, which
can be explained by the good CTE match between them. Although Aremco 584 has
CTE very close to inconel, the bond strength wasn’t very strong after cycling. The
viscosity of Aremco 632 was very low, which was not ideal for application as it was
very runny; in addition, after cycling, the epoxy could easily be removed from the
inconel coupon. Aremco 668 was recommended by the company representatives for
adhesion to metals; however, at 800 ◦C, the adhesion between the epoxy and inconel
was weak. Additional tests carried out at temperatures under 500 ◦C showed that
both Aremco 569 and 668 adhere well to inconel at lower temperatures, thus they
could be viable epoxy options for lower temperature applications. Furthermore,
epoxy thickness was lowered to 0.127mm from 0.69mm to analyze the effect of
reducing the thickness. It was also noted that thicker epoxy layers were stronger
than thinner layers.
2.5.1.2 Adhesion to LGS
Four pieces of LGS were prepared for Aremco 569, 571, 632, and 668 testing.
Small amounts of each epoxy were applied at three locations on each piece and
two small LGS pieces were then placed on top of two out of the three locations, as
shown in Fig. 2.14. The goal of this test was to verify the bond strength between
LGS-LGS interface and to screen for cracking of the LGS crystals when cycled at
high-temperature. The samples were cured per supplier direction for each epoxy
and were then cycled from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C four times. After bringing the samples
to room temperature, they were visually screened for cracks and their bond strength
was tested by applying shear pressure using tweezers. All the LGS samples were
intact and the shear pressure did not result in epoxy detachment.
Low viscosity of Aremco 632 made it difficult to apply a uniform epoxy layer and
perform the application process repeatably. Although, Aremco 571 did not result
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Figure 2.14. Epoxy adhesion to LGS test
in cracking of LGS when testing in an LGS-LGS interface, the CTE of Aremco 571
is far too similar to inconel for it to be able to act as an intermediary between LGS
and inconel and was later verified experimentally as the LGS cracked when 571 was
used to attach it to inconel. Aremco 569 and 668 have CTEs of approximately
7 ppm/◦C, which works well for LGS, but their adhesion to inconel is weak at high
temperatures (>500 ◦C).
2.5.1.3 Inconel-LGS Using Layered Epoxy Structure
Based on the epoxy results on inconel and LGS individually, it is clear that
in order to carry out high temperature (800 ◦C) strain testing, a layered epoxy
structure will have to be utilized as the mismatch between inconel and LGS is too
large for a single epoxy to be able to perform the necessary CTE matching. It was
hypothesized that creating a sandwich of epoxies with different CTEs could allow
efficient stress transfer through each layer so that detachment and cracking can be
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avoided. Due to its strong adhesion to inconel, Aremco 571 is the most viable choice
for the bottom layer; whereas, the viable options for the top layer are Aremco 569,
632, and, 668 which have CTEs ranging between 7 ppm/◦C and 8.5 ppm/◦C. Three
inconel coupons were prepared to test the three variations for the top layer of epoxy.
The first coupon was cleaned and a 0.63mm thick Aremco 571 layer was applied at
four different locations and cured. After curing, a 0.47mm layer of Aremco 569 was
applied on top of the Aremco 571 layer. LGS pieces were then placed on top of two
out of the four Aremco 569 layers; the two other locations with 571-569 layers were
left alone to observe the adhesion of the two layers in absence of LGS. After curing
the Aremco 569 layer, the coupon was heated from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C four times.
All four locations were then visually inspected and also exposed to shear force using
tweezers. The same procedure was repeated on the other two coupons using Aremco
632 and Aremco 668 instead of Aremco 569.
Figure 2.15 shows the before and after images of the inconel coupon that was
used to test inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 569-LGS configuration. Both pieces of LGS
were cracked due to stress; however, the linkage between Aremco 571 and Aremco
569 as well as between 569 and LGS were both strong. Shear pressure on the LGS
showed that detachment within the Aremco 569 layer. The results of using Aremco
668 as the top layer was unsuccessful as well (not shown in Fig. 2.15). Both LGS
pieces cracked and detachment occurred upon application of shear force on the LGS
piece. However, the Aremco 668 layer did not rupture unlike the Aremco 569 case,
which suggests that Aremco 569 is more brittle than Aremco 668.
Figure 2.16 shows the before and after image of the inconel coupon that was
used to test inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 632-LGS configuration. In this case, as
soon as the coupon was taken out of the furnace, the LGS pieces detached without
applying any pressure. Moreover, the Aremco 632 could easily be scraped off which
is not ideal for SAWR attachment.
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Figure 2.15. Inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 569-LGS before and after 4 cycles from
350 ◦C to 800 ◦C

Figure 2.16. Inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 632-LGS before and after 4 cycles from
350 ◦C to 800 ◦C
The results discussed in this Section 2.5.1.3 showed that using a layered epoxy
structure with combinations of epoxies with different CTEs to mitigate the difference in CTE between LGS and inconel did not work as it resulted in either:
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(i) detachment (inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 569-LGS, inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco
668-LGS, and inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 632-LGS) and/or (ii) cracking (inconelAremco inconel-571-Aremco 569-LGS and inconel-Aremco 571-Aremco 668-LGS).
The following Section 2.5.1.4 discusses a modified layered epoxy approach to release
stress present in the epoxy that could aid in attachment and prevent cracking.
2.5.1.4 Effect of Coating LGS
After consulting an Aremco representative and discussing the issues encountered,
it was suggested that the LGS pieces be coated with a thin layer of the top epoxy
layer in the two-epoxy configuration, cured and heated for 2 hours at 200 ◦C to
release any additional stress present in the epoxy. An additional benefit of this
technique is that it allows the bottom of the LGS piece and the top layer in the
two-epoxy configuration to have the same epoxy which aids in adhesion.
Following the suggestion by the Aremco representative, two inconel pieces were
prepared and 0.63mm thick layer of Aremco 571 was applied at two locations on
each piece. Two pieces of LGS were coated with a thin layer of Aremco 569 and
two other pieces of LGS were coated with Aremco 668. After following the curing
procedure for the epoxies, the LGS pieces were heated for additional 2 hours at
200 ◦C. Then, 0.47mm thick layers of Aremco 668 and 569 were applied on top of
the Aremco 571 layers on the first and second coupon respectively. The coated LGS
pieces were then placed on top of the corresponding epoxies. After curing the entire
setup, the coupons were heated 4 times from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C.
Figure 2.17 and Fig. 2.18 show optical images of the two LGS samples that were
coated with Aremco 668 after the initial cure (before cycling) and after cycling.
As can be seen from the figures, the crystals are completely cracked at the
bottom surface. Even after the initial curing, Sample 1 already had cracks, which
were further exacerbated upon repeated heating and cooling. The cracks on Sample
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Figure 2.17. Sample 1 of inconel-571-668-LGS (668 coated) before and after cycling

Figure 2.18. Sample 2 of inconel-571-668-LGS (668 coated) before and after cycling
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2 only appeared after cycling. An important observation to be noted is that part of
the LGS is still firmly attached to the epoxy, which indicates that the bond strength
between LGS and Aremco 668 is very high resulting in the internal cracking of the
crystal.
Figure 2.19 and Fig. 2.20 show optical images of the two LGS samples that were
coated with Aremco 569 before and after cycling. Unlike the Aremco 668 case, these
samples had no cracks in the LGS crystal. However, after applying shear force with
tweezers, the Aremco 569 layer cracked, which is consistent with ruptured Aremco
569 seen and discussed in Section 2.5.1.3. Due to its brittleness, Aremco 569 is
not ideal for strain sensing as the stress from a test part will not be transferred
effectively to sensor, thus resulting in lower sensor sensitivity.
It is evident that Aremco 668 holds LGS much better than Aremco 569 as the
detachment occurred at the LGS substrate unlike Aremco 569 case where the epoxy
cracked. Although single layer and multi-layered approaches using Aremco epoxies
failed at different degrees at 800 ◦C, Aremco 668 can still be considered applications
requiring temperatures lower than 500 ◦C, where it could act as a feasible option
since the thermal stress is lower at lower temperatures.
2.5.2

Inconel-LGS using Additional Epoxies

Tests on Aremco products showed that both one-layered epoxies and two-layered
epoxy permutations were unable to provide the adhesion and elasticity necessary to
test strain at 800 ◦C. Therefore, two additional epoxies from two other companies (Cotronics and Omega Engineering) were explored. The epoxies explored were
Cotronics 989FS, Cotronics 952FS, and Omegabond 600.
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Figure 2.19. Sample 1 of inconel-571-569-LGS (569 coated) before and after cycling

Figure 2.20. Sample 2 of inconel-571-569-LGS (569 coated) before and after cycling
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2.5.2.1 Cotronics Epoxies
Cotronics 952FS and 989 epoxies were applied at two locations each on an inconel
coupon (0.63mm thick). Four LGS pieces were then placed on top of the epoxies
at the four locations as shown in Fig. 2.21a. The top two black epoxies shown
in Fig. 2.21 are Cotronics 952FS and the bottom two white epoxies are Cotronics
989. After curing the epoxies, the coupon underwent 4 cycles from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C.
After bringing the coupon back to room temperature, the four locations were visibly
inspected. The two samples with Cotronics 989 detached at the epoxy-inconel interface when light shear force was applied. Moreover, the epoxy was very brittle and
could be cracked using fingers as shown in Fig. 2.21b,c. On the other hand Cotronics
952FS had strong adhesion with both LGS and inconel. The epoxy did not detach
from inconel even after a large amount of shear force was applied after completion
of the 4 cycles. A dremel tool had to be used to remove the Cotronics 952FS from
inconel, which confirms the hypothesis that Ni-based: Cotronics 952FS has a strong
bond strength to Ni-alloy: inconel. However, exposure to 800 ◦C caused the epoxy
dimension (radius) to shrink most likely due to removal of the solvent present in
Cotronics 952FS. This shrinkage was too drastic for the LGS to handle, resulting in
severe crystal cracking.
The observations made with the tested Cotronics 952FS and Cotronics 989 showed
that: (i) Cotronics 989 is brittle and has very weak adhesion to inconel, thus is
unsuitable for LGS attachment to inconel; (ii) due to its Ni base, Cotronics 952FS
adheres very well to inconel, but upon heating, it contracts in size causing the LGS
crystal to crack due to stress. Because of its strong adhesion to inconel, Cotronics
952FS can be used as an alternative to Aremco 571 as the bottom layer in the
layered epoxy structure discussed in Section 2.5.1.3 and Section 2.5.1.4. However,
to use Cortonics 952FS in a layered epoxy structure, it needs to be cured and cycled
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Figure 2.21. Before (a) and after (b,c) 4 cycles from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C for Cotronics
989FS (White) and 952FS (Black)
separately to allow it to shrink prior to application of the top epoxy layer so that
the drastic shrinkage does not cause the top epoxy layer to crack.
2.5.2.2 Omegabond 600
Two LGS pieces were attached to an inconel coupon using Omegabond 600 epoxy
(0.63mm thick) on two separate locations. After curing the epoxy, the coupon was
heated to 650 ◦C and held for 12 hours. Note that the heating profile was modified
for this case from the previously used 4 cycles between 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C used for
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the Aremco and Cotronics products because it was evident that using a single layer
of epoxy to attach LGS to inconel was not feasible without substrate cracking or
detachment. In addition, since Omegabond has a CTE value of 4.7 ppm/◦C, which
almost three times lower than inconel, it was not expected to sustain thermal stress
when attached to inconel at 800 ◦C. Although modifying the heating profile for this
particular epoxy does not allow a direct comparison to the Aremco and Cotronics
products, it was necessary to test adhesion strength of Omegabond 600 with inconel and LGS at lower temperatures where thermal stress is lower. Figure 2.22
shows the tested inconel coupon with intact LGS pieces after 12 hours of heating
at 650 ◦C. There were no observable cracks on the LGS and epoxy attachment to
inconel and LGS remained intact even after application of shear force, albeit at a
lower temperature than the previously tested 800 ◦C.
The test temperature was then increased to 700 ◦C. Figure 2.23 shows the photograph of the inconel coupon after 12 hours at 700 ◦C. The Omegabond 600 epoxy had
completely detached from the inconel coupon and was very brittle, which indicates
that the maximum temperatures that Omegabond 600 can operate at is less than
650 ◦C.
The results from single and multi-layered epoxies revealed that attaching LGS
to inconel at 800 ◦C is not trivial due to the large CTE mismatch between LGS
and inconel. It should be noted that the CTE of inconel increases by 1.3ppm/◦C
at 24 ◦C (12.6 ppm/◦C) to 500 ◦C (13.9 ppm/◦C) and by 3.2ppm/◦C from 24 ◦C
(12.6 ppm/◦C) to 900 ◦C (15.8 ppm/◦C) [171], thus the thermal stress around 800 ◦C900 ◦C is greater than around 400 ◦C-500 ◦C. Thus, the tested epoxies such as Aremco
668 and Omegabond 600 can still be viable options to attach LGS SAWR sensors
to inconel test parts for temperatures under 500 ◦C.
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Figure 2.22. After 12 hours of heating at 650 ◦C for Omegabond 600

Figure 2.23. After 12 hours of heating at 700 ◦C for Omegabond 600
2.6

Conclusions
This chapter presented investigation and findings of SAWR sensor platform sta-

bility and high-temperature attachment characterization. LGS based multilayered
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P tN i|P tZr and co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 were developed, fabricated, and tested as
part of this dissertation. Stable platform performance was verified for the P t/Al2 O3
SAWRs by exposing them to multiple cycling and soaking sequences up to 750 ◦C
for a total of 620 hours. For the multilayered P tN i|P tZr SAWRs, stable platform
operation was achieved and verified through a 310 hour cycling sensor test with
exposure to over 160 hours at 1000 ◦C. The results confirm that the precision of
the tested SAWR sensor platform is at least comparable to a K-type thermocouple.
These results confirm that the SAWR platform utilizing either of these electrode
configurations is a viable and reliable option for high temperature strain sensing
applications.
Moreover, this chapter also discussed exploration of various commercial epoxies
and adhesives to attach LGS based SAWR sensors to metallic test parts. Epoxy
screening tests discussed in this chapter revealed that epoxy adhesion to inconel and
LGS depended on multiple factors, namely: (i) surface preparation and cleaning;
(ii) CTE matching; (iii) the heating profile. It was revealed that Aremco 571 and
Cotronics 952FS attach very well with inconel, but are incompatible when used
with LGS due to a large difference in their CTE values. Aremco 569, Aremco 668,
Omegabond 600 have CTEs closer to LGS resulting in a good adhesion with LGS,
but they have weak adhesion with inconel at high temperatures (800 ◦C). A layered
structure with Aremco 571 as the bottom layer and Aremco 569/668 as the top
layer was also explored. Coating the bottom of the LGS assists in the adhesion
with the epoxies as it releases internal stress in the epoxy. Although attaching
LGS to inconel at 800 ◦C was unsuccessful, it provided valuable insight into the
bond strength and brittleness of different epoxies. Moreover, the test results showed
some of the epoxies, specifically: Aremco 668 has very good adhesion to LGS and
still viable for applications requiring temperatures lower than 500 ◦C, due to lower
thermal stress at lower temperatures.
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Chapter 3
HIGH-TEMPERATURE STATIC STRAIN

3.1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to investigating and exploring the static strain behav-

ior and performance of SAWR sensors developed as part of this thesis [16, 126].
At temperatures higher than 100◦C, multiple issues pose substantial challenges for
harsh-environment strain sensor implementation: (i) sensor calibration; (ii) device
integrity; (iii) mounting and packaging; (iv) adhesive failure; (v) hysteretic sensor
response due to adhesive and packaging variation with temperature and time; and
(vi) temperature-strain cross-sensitivity as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.6. This
chapter utilizes the stable SAWR sensors and attachment techniques derived from
Chapter 2 to test SAWR strain sensitivity up to 400◦C.
Section 3.2 discusses preliminary room temperature investigation of static strain
behavior on a SAWR sensor by tracking the SAWR resonant frequency of a static
stressed SAWR as a proof-of-concept to observe the relationship between the SAWR
resonant frequency and static strain. In Section 3.3, a high-temperature constant
stress beam appropriate for sensor calibration is discussed. Section 3.4 introduces
the establishment and implementation of a numerical method of SAWR strain sensor
calibration utilizing numerical finite element modeling (FEM), which allows direct
calibration and measurement of strain values without the use of a commercial strain
gauge. In addition, this section also discusses room temperature validation of the
FEM model as well as modification and extension of the FEM model for operation
at high-temperatures. The need and implementation of temperature compensation
scheme used in this work are discussed in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 describes the
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experimental setup and test procedures for the room temperature and the hightemperature static strain tests performed. Section 3.7 discusses the SAWR static
strain sensor test results at room temperature, 300◦C, and 400◦C. Finally, Section 3.8 presents the concluding remarks for this chapter.
3.2

Preliminary SAWR Static Strain Behavior
As discussed in Section 1.4.3.2, static strain causes: (i) substrate deformation re-

sulting in a change in the surface acoustic wave propagation velocity and phase; and
(ii) IDT pitch modification, which alters IDT periodicity, thus the SAWR resonant
frequency as shown in (1.1). Stress-induced-frequency-shift phenomena generated
by static strain can be measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA) as it allows real-time measurement of the real and imaginary parts of S11 of the SAWR’s
frequency response.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical measurement setup employed in this work that utilizes
a 193.45MHz P tN i|P tZr SAWR sensor directly connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA). The SAWR in this case is mounted in a cantilever beam configuration
(Fig. 3.1 inset) using a cyanoacrylate based adhesive so that it can be exposed to
either tensile or compressive static strain. Since, this experiment was carried out as
just a proof-of-concept and not to quantify strain, force was applied to the free-end of
the SAWR from the top (arbitrary tensile strain) and bottom (arbitrary compressive
strain) using a pair of tweezers to observe any shift in the SAWR resonant frequency.
Figure 3.2 shows the magnitude of S11 (|S11 |) response measured directly using the
Agilent E5071 VNA (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA) [182] shown in
Fig. 3.1. The three frequency responses overlaid in Fig. 3.2 show: (i) unstrained
response (solid blue); (ii) tensile strain (dashed red); (iii) compressive strain (dotted
green). The horizontal axis shows the frequency span in MHz and the vertical axis
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shows the |S11 | in a logarithmic scale. This preliminary evaluation of the 193.45MHz
SAWR sensor showed that when exposed to tensile strain, the SAWR resonant
frequency is lowered whereas its resonant frequency increased under compressive
strain conditions.

Figure 3.1. Preliminary room temperature evaluation of static stress on a SAWR
sensor (setup)

Figure 3.2. Preliminary experimental evaluation of static stress on a SAWR sensor
illustrating SAWR frequency-stress relationship; |S11 | response for: (i) unstrained
(solid blue); (ii) tensile strain (dashed red); (iii) compressive strain (dotted green)
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3.3

High-Temperature Constant Stress Beam
A constant stress beam is ideal for accurate strain gauge calibration as per Amer-

ican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E251-92 [183], and thus
was used for the strain tests measurements reported both at room temperature
and at high-temperatures. The stress along a particular section of the beam can
be made constant by varying either the width, b, or the thickness, t, of the beam
with length. Machining a beam with varying thicknesses to maintain a constant
stress is difficult and usually not practical due to the reduction of the transversal
dimension, decrease in the maximum transversal shear stress limit, and required
control of beam thickness. By varying b as a function of the distance from the
clamped left end (Fig. 3.3), according to b(x) = Kx, where K is a proportionality
constant (K =

b(x=0)
),
l

while keeping the thickness constant, the stress on the beam

can be expressed as [184]
σ(x) =

6P x
6P x
6P
=
=
= independent of x,
2
2
b(x)t
Kxt
Kt2

(3.1)

where σ(x) = Stress as a function of position,
x = Distance from the clamped end,
P = Force applied at the free end.
Environetix Technologies Corporation (Orono, ME) generously lent a constant
stress beam (constant stress section of 35 mm by 40 mm) machined from inconel-625
(Fig. 3.4). Inconel-625 is a relatively stable alloy with a melting point of 1350 ◦C [171],
thus ideal for the targeted high-temperature tests.
3.4

FEM Modeling: Relevance and Implementation
Due to the lack of reliable high-temperature commercial static strain gauge for

operation up to the targeted 400 ◦C as discussed in Section 1.2.3, an alternate calibration approach is necessary to calibrate the SAWR sensors at high-temperatures.
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Numerical modeling, in particular, FEM, can be used to infer strain values of a test
part in high-temperature harsh-environment conditions, thus dispensing the need
for a physical calibration standard. For this thesis, a numerical FEM model was
generated using the FEM software package, Abaqus (Dassault Systemes, Waltham,
MA) [185].

Figure 3.3. Illustration: constant stress beam diagram

Figure 3.4. Inconel-625 constant stress beam used (lent by Environetix Technologies
Corporation)
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The following steps were taken to use the generated FEM model to calibrate
the SAWR sensors: (i) the FEM model was created in Abaqus and its constant
stress behavior was verified (Section 3.4.1); (ii) predicted strain from the FEM
model was compared with measured strain from a commercial room temperature
strain gauge to ensure that predicted and measured strain data were consistent (Section 3.4.1), thus validating the FEM model at room temperature; (ii) the validated
FEM model was then modified to consider high-temperature material constants of
the test beam (density, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and CTE), thus allowing it
to be extended to high-temperature operation and be as strain reference for SAWR
calibration at elevated temperatures (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1

FEM Model Generation, Verification of Constant Stress Oper-

ation, and Validation at Room Temperature
A FEM model of the constant stress beam introduced in Section 3.3 was first
generated and then simulated in Abaqus to verify constant stress operation. A
three-dimensional drawing of the constant stress beam was created in AutoCAD
(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA), a computer-aided design and drafting software. The
drawing was imported into Abaqus and the nominal material properties of inconel625 at 24 ◦C were used, namely: density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio given
in [171]. The simulated structure was meshed using tetrahedral mesh elements with
seed sizes of 0.002. A fixed boundary condition was applied to the clamped end
of the model to constrain translational displacements and rotations at that end.
Abaqus general static stress analysis using concentrated force loads applied normal
to the plane of the beam, is representative of the targeted experimental loading
conditions, and was implemented to extract strain fields on the beam for 14 selected
static load values between 10 grams and 510 grams. The aforementioned entries for
constant stress beam in Abaqus and the general static stress analysis, including the
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imposed boundary conditions and the loading, are referred to in this work as the
FEM model. Figure 3.5 depicts the beam structure under the static load condition
and the FEM simulation results, which revealed that the thinner part in the middle,
colored in red, is undergoing constant stress within ±2.5% over the entire constant
stress region.
A commercial strain gauge from Micro-Measurements, part number CEA-00032UW (Micro-Measurements, Wendell, NC), with 350 Ω nominal resistance, 1.4±0.2
gauge factor, and maximum operating temperature of 175 ◦C [186] was selected to
validate the FEM model at room temperature. Figure 3.6 compares measured strain
data (squares connected by solid line) obtained from the commercial strain gauge
and numerically calculated strain values using the FEM model (triangles connected
by broken line). The correlation coefficient (R2 ) between the simulated data and
experimental data shown in Fig. 3.6 is 0.999. The confirmation that the FEM model
correlates very well with commercial sensor measured data at room temperature
served three purposes in this work: (i) verify the consistency of the commercial
sensor and the FEM numerical model; (ii) allow the calibration the SAWR sensor
at room temperature; and (iii) validate the FEM model for usage as a reference for
SAWR strain calibration at high-temperatures, where no reliable commercial sensor
is available.

Figure 3.5. FEM verification of constant stress operation
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Figure 3.6. Validation of FEM model at room temperature by comparing experimental (commercial strain gauge, squares connected by solid line) and simulated
strain (FEM model, triangles connected by broken line)
3.4.2

FEM Modeling at High-Temperature

The mechanical properties of inconel-625 vary significantly from room temperature to high-temperature, and these variations must be considered in the validated
FEM model to properly predict the response of the beam to the applied static
stresses at high-temperatures. For example, between room temperature and 400 ◦C
the Poisson’s ratio varies 6%, and the Young’s modulus, 10%. Density also varies
by 1.5% due to the material expansion.
Figure 3.7 a shows polynomial curve fitting for the fractional variation data provided in [171] of Inconel-625 Young’s modulus (∆%Y ) (broken curve) and Poisson’s
ratio (∆%ν) (solid curve). Figure 3.7b shows polynomial fitting for the temperature
dependent CTE (α) data obtained from [171], which is used to account for density
variation with temperature.
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Figure 3.7. Temperature dependency of Inconel-625 mechanical constants: (a)
Fractional variations of Young modulus (∆%Y ), left axis; and Poisson ratio (∆%ν),
right axis; (b) CTE (α)
The extracted coefficients for in Young’s modulus (∆%Y ) and Poisson’s ratio
(∆%ν) fractional variations as functions of temperature (T ) are given as:
∆%Y = −2.84 × 10−8 × T 3 + 1.99 × 10−5 × T 2 − 0.030 × T + 0.773[%]
∆%ν = −1.09 × 10−12 × T 5 + 2.05 × 10−9 × T 4 − 1.28 × 10−6 × T 3 +
−4

3.27 × 10

(3.2)
(3.3)

2

× T − 0.016 × T + 0.226[%]

with Y=207.5 [GPa] and ν=0.278 [dimensionless] at T =21 ◦C.
The fitted CTE from Fig. 3.7b as a function of temperature (T ) is given by
α = −2.50 × 10−11 × T 4 + 5.56 × 10−8 × T 3 +

(3.4)

2.43 × 10−5 × T 2 − 0.007 × T + 12.3[ ppm/◦C]
This fitted equation calculated from the data points given in [171] applies for T
in ◦ C and in the range of 93 ◦C to 927 ◦C.
The temperature dependent inconel-625 data discussed above was used in the
FEM model at high-temperatures. The simulated strain values at the targeted
temperatures of 24 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C are shown in Fig.3.8 as a function of the
mass loading the beam.
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Figure 3.8. Simulated strain as a function of load mass extracted at 24 ◦C, 300 ◦C,
and 400 ◦C using the FEM model
3.5

Static Strain and Temperature Compensation
The SAWR strain sensors used in this work are sensitive to temperature varia-

tions, which can affect high-temperature static strain measurements. Therefore, a
temperature compensation scheme must be used to deal with static strain-temperature
cross-sensitivity, and in this work a second SAW sensor was used for temperature
reference.
Temperature sensitivity of a 195.2MHz P tN i|P tZr SAWR strain sensor, which
was used for high-temperature static strain testing, was evaluated in a Thermolyne
Model 48000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA) box furnace. The sensor was epoxied to the test beam employing the attachment procedure described in
the high-temperature experimental setup (Section 3.6.2). The SAWR frequency was
tracked using an Agilent E5071C VNA (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA).
The mean and standard deviation of SAW frequency variation measured at 24 ◦C,
200 ◦C, 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C, and 500 ◦C through ten VNA sweeps at each temperature,
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and a corresponding second order polynomial fitting to the data points are shown
in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9. Measured (discrete points) and interpolated (straight curve) SAWR
frequency variation vs. temperature variation
Based on these measurements, the second order polynomial fitting for the SAWR
frequency-temperature relation is given by

T emperature
∆fS,beamunloaded
= (−9.42 × 10−3 × T 2 − 0.102 × T + 7.87)[kHz]

(3.5)

T emperature
where ∆fS,beamunloaded
represents the frequency variation due to temperature only of

the unstrained epoxied strain sensor, with fo = 195.2MHz at T = 24 ◦C.
Between 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, the temperature sensitivity of the SAW strain sensor
is about -6.7 kHz/°C. Note that the temperature in the furnace can vary up to
±1.5 ◦C at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C due to the furnace’s proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller. At 300 ◦C, the standard deviation in frequency shift is ±250Hz,
which increases to ±382Hz at 400 ◦C. Frequency variation values of this magnitude
are relatively significant with respect to those due to the targeted strain variations to
be measured and cannot be ignored. Thus, a multi-sensor temperature compensation
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strategy using a SAWR strain sensor and a SAWR temperature sensor had to be
implemented to address temperature fluctuations. The temperature compensation
approach relies on the following assumptions: (i) both sensors have the same temperature dependencies; (ii) both sensors are interrogated at the same time and are
subject to the same temperature; and (iii) the temperature sensor is insensitive to
strain variations. In order to ensure that the SAWR temperature sensor is insensitive
to strain variations, it cannot be attached rigidly to the test beam and is freeto-slide unlike the SAWR strain sensor, which is required to be fixed to the test
beam. The following text discusses the theory of using a multi-sensor temperature
compensation system utilizing a rigidly attached strain sensor and a free-to-slide
temperature sensor.
Defining the frequency shift in the strain sensor (∆fS ), which accounts for frequency variation due to both temperature and strain, as

∆fS = ∆fS,beamstrained − ∆fS,beamunloaded

(3.6)

where ∆fS,beamstrained and ∆fS,beamunloaded represent the measured strained and unstrained resonant frequencies for the strain sensor, respectively.
Similarly, the frequency shift in the free-to-slide temperature sensor (∆fT ),
which accounts for frequency variation due to temperature only, as

∆fT = ∆fT,beamstrained − ∆fT,beamunloaded

(3.7)

where ∆fT,beamstrained and ∆fT,beamunloaded are, respectively, the measured strained
and unstrained resonant frequencies for the temperature sensor.
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The shift due to strain alone, ∆fStrain , can be calculated from the measured
frequency variations by

∆fStrain = ∆fS − ∆fT .

3.6

(3.8)

Static Strain Experimental Setup
3.6.1

Room Temperature Test Setup

The block diagram and complete room temperature test setup are shown in
Fig. 3.10. The commercial strain gauge, used to validate the FEM model, was
also used to calibrate the SAWR sensor at room temperature, thus translating the
measured SAWR frequency variation into strain. A 195.8MHz, 4mm x 9mm SAWR
sensor was placed next to the 4.8 mm x 6.9 mm commercial strain gauge, as shown
in Fig. 3.10 bottom detail.
As described and explained in Chapter 2, adhesion of the SAWR sensor to the
test part is a critical step in the sensor preparation and performance for strain
measurements, since the strain information is transferred to the sensor through the
adhesive coupling layer. A cyanoacrylate-based adhesive was selected to attach both
the commercial and the SAWR sensors to the beam (Fig. 3.10 bottom detail). The
SAWR sensor was bonded to an inconel coaxial cable via one mil thick pure Pt wires
using a Unitek Unibond II resistance welder.
The commercial sensor response was recorded using a Vishay P3 strain indicator
(Vishay Intertechnologies, Malvern, PA) connected in a quarter-bridge configuration [187] with the strain gauge (Fig. 3.10 middle detail). An Agilent E5071C VNA
was used to interrogate the SAWR sensor, which relayed the frequency information
to a host computer via GPIB interface. MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA) data acquisition (DAQ) script collected the information from the VNA for
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Figure 3.10. Block Diagram (top) and photograph (bottom) of room temperature
test setup (sensors attached by cyanoacrylate-based adhesive)
data analysis. For the strain tests with the cyanoacrylate-based adhesive, nine
pre-calibrated weights ranging between 10 grams and 250 grams were placed on
a stainless steel platform attached to an 1/8 inch diameter alumina rod to load
the beam. Ten frequency sweeps were carried out at each weight. The test was
repeated five times to verify that lateral friction or material accommodation were
not significantly affecting the results.
3.6.2

High-Temperature Test Setup

A block diagram of the high-temperature test setup and a picture of the assembly
inside the furnace is shown in Fig. 3.11. A small 1/4 inch hole was drilled on the
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roof of the furnace and the alumina rod with loads placed outside the furnace lined
up through it and above the loading location on the beam.
The difference in CTE between the LGS SAWR and inconel poses a challenge
for the sensor adhesion to the metallic beam at high-temperature as discussed in
Chapter 2. The CTE of LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) along the propagation direction is
(5 ppm/◦C), which is significantly different from that of inconel (13.5 ppm/◦C). The
room temperature cyanoacrylate-based adhesive used at room temperature is limited
to 65 ◦C for long-term operation as per manufacturer recommendation. Therefore,
different high-temperature epoxies based on Al2 O3 , MgO, Mica, and Ni introduced in
Chapter 2 were tested for: (i) adequate adhesion to the LGS crystal and the inconel
part; (ii) maintenance of the LGS integrity; and (iii) consistency through cycling
between room temperature and the testing temperature. Aremco 668 performed
satisfactorily regarding adhesion requirements under 500 ◦C and thus was selected
to attach the sensor to the beam.
The temperature compensation approach described in Section 3.5 was implemented using two SAWR sensors with identical design and from the same wafer.
The strain sensor was rigidly attached to the beam surface using 0.127mm thick
Aremco 668 epoxy, whereas the temperature sensor was loosely secured to the beam
surface by 4mil Pt wire bonding, allowing the device to slide at the surface of the
beam (Fig. 3.11 detail), thus not responding to strain.
The presence of a finite layer of epoxy under the strain sensor delays the heat
transfer from the metallic surface of the beam to the strain sensor LGS substrate.
Therefore, a discrepancy in the temperature reading between the strain sensor and
the temperature sensor arises. In order to mitigate this discrepancy in the temperature reading, the bottom surface of the temperature sensor was coated with a layer
of epoxy and cured prior to placement on the beam surface where it strikes. The
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Figure 3.11. Block Diagram (top) and photograph (bottom) of high temperature
test setup (rigidly attached strain sensor using Aremco 668; temperature sensor held
using 4 mil thick Pt wires that allows device to slide at the surface of the beam)
strain and temperature sensors were mounted in close proximity to guarantee that
the temperatures at both devices were very similar.
The sensor attached to the constant stress beam with the Aremco 668 was stress
tested at room temperature to compare the results with the cyanoacrylate-based adhesive condition and verify the influence of the adhesive layer on the sensor response.
Strain testing with Aremco 668 was carried out using pre-calibrated 10, 20, 100, 150,
200, and 250 gram weights. The maximum value of the load applied was limited
to avoid entering the plastic deformation or mechanical failure of the epoxy used to
attach the sensor to the metallic beam under high-temperature operation. The tests
were repeated five, six, and eight times at room temperature, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C,
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respectively, to check for data consistency. The tests were then averaged to mitigate
the effect of experimental variations due to the loading of the rod, environmental
variations, and equipment stability, such as the stability of the Agilent E5071C
VNA, which is ±0.05ppm [182] or a variation of 10Hz at 195MHz.
Additionally, signal processing and conditioning can contribute to improve the
SAWR measurement precision at high-temperatures. As the temperature increases,
the losses in the SAWR sensor increase [5], thus diminishing the device’s quality
factor, defined as Qloaded = fo /∆f3dB while operating in a 50Ω system, where fo
is the central frequency of the SAWR sensor and ∆f3dB is the 3dB bandwidth for
the S11 . Figure 3.12 shows SAWR frequency responses at 24 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C,
which reveal the decrease in quality factor measured in a 50Ω system from 54000 at
24 ◦C to 6700 at 300 ◦C, and to 3600 at 400 ◦C. The SAWR impedance variation from
room temperature to 400 ◦C results in 53% variation in the magnitude of |S11 | and
broadening of the resonant peak, with ∆f3dB increasing more than 10 times as shown
in Fig. 3.12. In addition, minute vibrations in the constant stress beam structure
increase the noise in the measured |S11 | signal. In order to avoid deterioration
of the precision and accuracy in tracking the peak of the sensor |S11 | frequency
response, data conditioning and signal processing are necessary. In this work, the
measured SAWR |S11 | data was post-processed in MATLAB using a Savitzky-Golay
digital filter [188]. This polynomial-based filter is commonly used in applications
that involve processing noisy signal to consistently retain the data peak shape and
remove high frequency noise interference [189].
3.7

Static Strain Measurements, Results and Discussion
Static strain sensor measurements reported in this section have been divided into

two sub-sections with the respective rationale: (1) attachment at room temperature
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Figure 3.12. SAWR strain sensor frequency spectra around the resonant peak
measured at 24 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C, illustrating the effect of decreasing quality
factor in sensor response as the temperature increases
of the SAWR strain sensor to the beam using both the cyanoacrylate-based adhesive
and high-temperature epoxy (Aremco 668), and comparison of the respective calibration curves to compare sensor sensitivity under the two mounting conditions; and
(2) high-temperature SAWR strain sensor and temperature sensor measurements for
temperature compensation, and comparison with FEM model for the calibration of
the SAWR strain measurements at high-temperatures.
3.7.1

Cyanoacrylate Adhesive vs. High-Temperature Epoxy

Figure 3.13 shows the measured SAWR strained frequency shift with respect to
no-strain (∆f ) on the constant stress beam as a function of strain measured with
the commercial strain gauge at room temperature, using the test setup described
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Figure 3.13. Measured SAWR frequency variation (vertical axis) vs. measured
Vishay strain gage (horizontal axis) carried out at 24 ◦C using the cyanoacrylate
based adhesive (unstrained SAWR resonant frequency, fo = 195.8MHz)
in Section 3.6.1. In this experiment, the SAWR is attached to the beam using the
cyanoacrylate-based adhesive.
The error bars in the vertical and horizontal axes at each strain value represent
the standard deviation for all the mean frequency shifts, and the standard deviation for the measured strain values, respectively between test repetitions. The
linear regression analysis in Fig. 3.13 shows a R2 of 0.999 and strain sensitivity of
118Hz/µ. The sensitivity of this sensor, calculated using the normalized frequency
variation of the SAWR divided by the center frequency, ∆f /fo , is approximately
-0.60 ppm/µ. This value of strain sensitivity is comparable to the SAWR strain
sensitivity mentioned in [20] for AT-X quartz (-0.55 ppm/µ), and somewhat lower
than the SAWR sensors strain sensitivities for YZ LNO (-1.8 ppm/µ) [104], LGS
(0◦ , 138.5◦ , 117◦ ) (-1.6 ppm/µ) [160], and AT-X Quartz (-1.0 ppm/µ) [105].
Figure 3.14 shows the measured SAWR strained frequency shift with respect to
no-strain (∆f ) at room temperature as a function of the strain response predicted
by the FEM model (Fig. 3.8), using the test setup described in Section 3.6.1. In this
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Figure 3.14. Measured SAWR frequency variation (vertical axis) vs. FEM predicted
strain response (horizontal axis) carried out at 24 ◦C using Aremco 668 (unstrained
SAWR resonant frequency, fo = 195.2MHz)
case Aremco 668 was employed to attach the SAWR sensor to the constant stress
beam. The usage of the Abaqus model in this case is justified due to the excellent
correlation with the commercial sensor measurement, as verified in Section 3.4.1.
The error bars on the vertical axis at each strain value represent the standard
deviation of all the measured mean frequency shifts of the SAWR between the test
repetitions. The linear regression of the measured dataset shows R2 of 0.999, and
strain sensitivity of -52Hz/µ.
Comparing the SAWR strain sensitivity values under the two mounting conditions, that is, when the SAWR was attached using the cyanoacrylate-based adhesive
(Fig. 3.13) versus Aremco 668 (Fig. 3.14), one can note the first order relevance of
the attachment method. The sensitivity of the sensor mounted using cyanoacrylatebased adhesive is more than twice as high as the sensor epoxied using Aremco 668.
Assuming that the different attachment materials do not have a first order influence
on the stress in the beam due to the small size of the sensors, the cyanoacrylate83

based mounting transfers better the stress information from the constant stress
beam to the sensor at room temperature. The reduction in the SAWR strain sensor
sensitivity when Aremco 668 is used, is most likely due to a combination of the
thicker epoxy film when compared to the cyanoacrylate-based adhesion film, and
the compliance of epoxy material itself. Evidently, the distinct advantage of the
high-temperature capable Aremco 668 is to allow sensor operation at temperature
above the 65 ◦C limit of the cyanoacrylate-based adhesive.
3.7.2

High-Temperature SAWR Measurements

Figure 3.15 shows the implementation of the calibration technique used to relate
the measured SAWR resonant frequency to the numerical strain at high temperatures. The top graph in Fig. 3.15 shows the numerically computed strain in the
vertical axis (S) as a function of applied load in the horizontal axis (W ). The bottom
graph in Fig. 3.15 shows the measured SAWR frequency shift (∆f ) in the vertical
axis and the applied load (W ) in the horizontal axis. Since, the FEM model was
validated and modified for high-temperature modeling, ∆f and S can be directly
related as shown in Fig. 3.15.

Figure 3.15. Conversion of frequency-mass relationship to frequency-strain relationship
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Figure 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 show the measured SAWR strained frequency shift
with respect to no-strain (∆f ) as a function of the strain response predicted by the
FEM model at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C (Fig. 3.8), respectively. The vertical error bars
at each strain value at both temperatures represent the standard deviation of all
the measured mean frequency shifts of the SAWR for the several test repetitions as
described in Section 3.6.2.
Linear regression analyses reveal R2 of 0.997 and sensitivity of -44Hz/µ as shown
in Fig. 3.16, and R2 , of 0.999 and sensitivity of -41Hz/µ in Fig. 3.17. At around
11µ, the high-temperature setup system reaches its noise level, with fluctuation in
ambient and furnace temperature precluding a consistent sensor reading below that
value. It should also be noted that as the temperature increases, the "no-strain
condition" is affected by the difference in expansion coefficient between the SAWR
substrate, the metallic constant stress beam, and the adhesive, thus creating a stress
bias. This stress bias prevents consistent reading below a certain input level and
also contributes to an increase in the measurement uncertainty. Figures 3.14, 3.16,
and 3.17 reveal a decrease in the measured sensor sensitivity as the temperature
is raised from room temperature to 400 ◦C. One possible explanation to this fact
is the increase in the epoxy compliance property with temperature. In addition,
for similar load excursions and cycling, the epoxy attachment degrade differently as
temperature increases due to increasing levels of stress imposed by the difference in
thermal expansion between the different materials. For the static strain measurements reported in this chapter, a wired approach was implemented due observed low
sensor sensitivity of these sensors. However, it is possible to develop interrogating
and sensor antennas along with relevant matching networks to dispense the need for
wire routing to the SAWR sensor. It is important to note that wireless interrogation,
especially when the sensor is attached to a metal beam, is challenging and would
result in a further reduced static strain detection.
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Figure 3.16. Measured SAWR frequency variation vs. FEM predicted strain response at 300 ◦C attached using Aremco 668 (unstrained SAWR resonant frequency,
fo = 194.3MHz)

Figure 3.17. Measured SAWR frequency variation vs. FEM predicted strain response at 400 ◦C attached using Aremco 668 (unstrained SAWR resonant frequency,
fo = 193.6MHz)
The temperature compensation scheme employed in this work enabled hightemperature strain measurements by reducing the temperature-strain cross-sensitivity
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effect of the LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) orientation. For the tested strain range, the
percentage reduction in uncertainty was calculated as

100 ×

(∆fstrain − ∆fs )
∆fs

(3.9)

where ∆fstrain and ∆fs refer to the frequency shift due to strain alone and the
frequency shift due to both strain and temperature, respectively as shown in (3.8)
and (3.6) for each value of measured strain at both 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C. Due to
the temperature compensation scheme, the average reduction in frequency variation uncertainty considering all measured points at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C was 40%. It
should also be noted that averaging over longer periods, when possible, is helpful
in mitigating effects due the temperature transients. However, in real-time, in-situ
strain measurements, long-period averaging may not be practical and temperature
compensation schemes are more relevant. The implementation of the SavitzkyGolay filter reduced the root mean squared (RMS) noise of |S11 | around the SAWR
frequency resonant peak up to 60 times for the data obtained at 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C.
3.8

Conclusions
This chapter presented a temperature-compensated SAWR static strain sensor

calibrated at high-temperature using a numerical FEM model, thus allowing direct
static strain reading from the frequency variations of the SAWR. Due to the lack of
reliable high-temperature commercial static strain gauge for operation up to 400◦C,
a numerical FEM model was created using the FEM software package, Abaqus
(Dassault Systemes, Waltham, MA). Measurements employing a commercial room
temperature strain sensor and cyanoacrylate adhesive were used to validate the FEM
model such that the correlation between predicted and measured data around room
temperature approached unity. At high-temperatures, the SAWR strain sensor was
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attached to a constant stress beam employing Aremco 668 high-temperature epoxy.
The FEM model validated at room temperature was then extended to consider hightemperature material constants and used as a reference to perform SAWR strain
sensor calibration up to 114µ and at temperatures up to 400◦C. Due to the sensor response to temperature, a multi-sensing, temperature compensation approach
consisting of a SAWR strain sensor and a SAWR temperature sensor was employed
to mitigate the cross-sensitivity response due to eventual temperature variations at
the targeted high-temperatures, which reduced the averaged frequency variation by
about 40% at 300◦C and 400◦C.
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Chapter 4
DYNAMIC STRAIN SIGNAL PROCESSING

4.1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to studying and investigating modulations that occur on

a SAWR RF response due to dynamic strain. As discussed in Chapter 1, external
mechanical strain/vibration causes the RF response of SAWR device to change
as the SAWR structural dimensions and the acoustoelastic constants are altered,
which modify the acoustic wave delay and propagation velocity, and thus the SAWR
frequency response. Investigating this referred effect of an external mechanical bias
on a SAWR response is important not only to understand and characterize the
fundamental operation of a SAWR dynamic strain sensor, but is also relevant to
understand how these modulations, in particular, due to vibrations affect the SAWR
response when the SAWR structure is used as filters, frequency control devices
in oscillators, signal processing units, and wireless communication duplexers and
multiplexers for modern wireless communication devices [57, 59, 190].
It has been widely discussed in the literature that SAW devices can be sensitive
to external mechanical vibrations or dynamic strain as a result of stress-induced frequency shifts and modulations [191–193]. Staples et al first presented the existence
of frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) separately in [194]
and [195], for SAW devices used in pressure sensing applications. SAW sensors
were used to detect vibration by measuring phase variations in delay-line structures
[18] and by measuring the resonant frequency variation in SAW resonators. Droit
et al have discussed a technique to extract the second harmonic of the vibration
AM response from an externally applied electronically modulated SAWR RF FM
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signal [196]. A simulation model to analyze the contributions of amplitude and
phase modulations due to vibrations applicable to microwave devices in general has
been recently discussed in [197]. However, investigation of vibration or dynamic
strain induced frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) on a
SAWR device’s RF response and the inter-relationship between the generated FM
and AM have not yet been explored as experimentally measuring, separating, and
quantifying the amount of FM and AM induced by external vibrations or dynamic
strain on a SAWR can be challenging.
This chapter presents an in-phase and quadrature signal extraction and analysis
technique (I-Q technique) to process the SAWR RF response exposed to externally
applied dynamic strain. This technique is intended to allow separation and quantification of respective FM and AM contributions to the measured SAWR dynamic
strain response as well as measurement of dynamic strain frequency or frequencies
and their magnitudes. Section 4.2 provides a theoretical background of the two
modulation types (FM and AM) that occur due to dynamic strain on a SAWR and
also introduces I-Q signal analysis and its relevance to SAWRs in terms of dynamic
strain analysis. Section 4.3 discusses the signal processing tools and experimental
implementation used in the study and measurement of impact of external dynamic
strain on the SAWR RF response. Section 4.4 presents the measurements, results,
and findings of the I-Q signal analysis for a SAWR under dynamic strain conditions.
Section 4.5 discusses the applicability and relevance of the work to communications,
frequency control, and other sensing applications, where dynamic strain or vibrations
can affect device response. Finally, Section 4.6 presents the concluding remarks for
this chapter.
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4.2

Theoretical Background
4.2.1

FM and AM Due to Dynamic Strain

As discussed in Chapter 1, a dynamic external strain causes a periodic change
in: (i) the IDT electrode pitch; and (ii) the effective substrate stiffness coefficients,
which results in a respective change of the propagating acoustic wave velocity (vs ).
These external strain-induced changes modulate the SAWR RF frequency response
to an external RF excitation signal.
Under static conditions the SAWR resonant frequency is directly proportional
to amount of static strain induced onto the device shown in Chapter 3 and in [16].
The SAWR resonant frequency discussed in [16] shifts up under compressive strain
and shifts down under tensile strain from its unstrained resonant frequency, fo .
Owing to the same strain-frequency phenomenon, under dynamic strain conditions
the SAWR resonant frequency (fSAW R ) varies cyclically at a rate of the dynamic
strain inducing signal fm with a maximum frequency deviation ±∆f . Fig. 4.1
diagrammatically illustrates the referred SAWR frequency modulation by using the
amplitude of the reflection coefficient, |S11 | (shown in a logarithmic scale), as a
function of frequency for a typical SAWR device. The unstrained SAWR resonant
frequency, fo , is perturbed by the dynamic strain signal, thus shifting the frequency
response by ±∆f as shown in Fig. 4.1.
If the SAWR is externally excited at an RF frequency, f¯o1 , close to its unstrained
natural resonant frequency, fo and this fixed RF signal, sSAW R (t), can be expressed
as

sSAW R (t) = ASAW R ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)
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(4.1)

Under exposure to an external dynamic strain signal of the form,

sm (t) = Am ∗ cos(2πfm t),

(4.2)

where Am is the magnitude of the dynamic strain signal and fm is the frequency of
the dynamic strain signal, the resultant SAWR FM modulated response depicted in
Fig. 4.1 can be written as [198],

sF M,modulated (t) = ASAW R ∗ cos[(2π f¯o1 t + βF M sin(2πfm t)]

(4.3)

where βF M is the FM modulation index and quantifies the maximum deviation
(±∆f ) from the SAWR resonant frequency i.e.

βF M =

∆f
KAm
=
fm
fm

(4.4)

Figure 4.1. Illustration of SAWR frequency modulation
In (4.4), K the proportionality constant that relates the amplitude of the dynamic strain signal to the maximum frequency shift of the SAWR resonant frequency.
Wideband FM signals are expressed as an infinite sum of Bessel functions, and thus,
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in terms of its frequency response, the frequency modulated signal has frequency
components at f¯o1 ± nfm . For narrowband FM signals with modulation index values
are less than 0.5 [198], which also represents the experimentally obtained signals
for the SAWR exposed to mechanical dynamic strain in this work, the frequency
spectrum is reduced to f¯o1 ± fm .Therefore, for narrowband FM, (4.3) can be written
as

sF M,modulated (t) = ASAW R ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)
ASAW R βF M
∗ cos(2π(f¯o1 − fm )t)
2
ASAW R βF M
∗ cos(2π(f¯o1 + fm )t)
+
2

−

(4.5)

It is evident from (4.5) that the peak at fSAW R is independent of the magnitude
of the dynamic strain signal whereas the sidebands at f¯o1 ± fm , are both directly
proportional to the magnitude of the dynamic strain signal (Am ), in accordance
with (4.4).
The amplitude modulation of the SAWR response is discussed next. The solid
curve in Fig. 4.2, represents the absolute value of the SAWR reflection coefficient
response, |S11 |, under no external mechanical disturbance. Upon the exposure of
the SAWR to induced dynamic strain, the SAWR response is frequency modulated
by ±∆f at a rate of fm . Therefore, the original SAWR solid curve response shifts
continuously between −∆f and +∆f , generating the dotted and dashed curves
along with intermediate curves between the dotted and dashed curves (not shown
in Fig. 4.2).
If the external RF excitation is kept constant, let’s say (f¯o0 = fo ) as shown in
Fig. 4.2, then the intensity of the sampled SAWR response could be coming from
any of these curves during a given dynamic strain cycle. When measured for a long
period of time (» the rate of dynamic strain), these sampled responses are averaged
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of SAWR amplitude modulation
and the difference between the maximum and minimum SAWR amplitude response
is given by the difference in |S11 | at points A1 and A0 in Fig. 4.2. Since the power
transferred to the SAWR is on average given by Pin ∗ (1 − |S11 |2 ), where Pin is the
input RF power applied to the device, the lower the value of |S11 |, the higher the
power transferred to the SAWR device. Hence, the variation in |S11 | gives rise to
the amplitude modulation.
The SAWR amplitude modulated signal when it is excited at f¯o1 can be represented as [198]

sAM,modulated = (1 + Am ∗ cos(2πfm t)) ∗ ASAW R ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)

(4.6)

or
sAM,modulated = ASAW R ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)+
Am ∗ ASAW R ∗ cos(2πfm t) ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)

(4.7)

By using the trigonometric identity 2cos(A)cos(B) = sin(A − B) + sin(A + B),
(4.7) can be expressed as
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sAM,modulated (t) = ASAW R ∗ cos(2π f¯o1 t)
ASAW R Am
∗ cos(2π(f¯o1 − fm )t)
2
ASAW R Am
+
∗ cos(2π(f¯o1 + fm )t)
2

+

(4.8)

It is evident from (4.8) that the power spectrum of the modulated AM signal will
have a main signal peak at f¯o1 and two sideband peaks occurring at f¯o1 ± fm . Note
that when the RF excitation frequency is slightly different from fo , let’s say f¯o1 in
Fig. 4.2, the amount of AM is given by the difference in |S11 | value at points A2 and
A0 in Fig. 4.2. Since, (|S11 |A0 - |S11 |A2 ) is larger than (|S11 |A0 - |S11 |A1 ), the AM
increases as the SAWR is excited at f¯o1 as opposed to being excited exactly at its
natural resonant frequency. As the excitation frequency is set further apart, from fo
to f¯o2 in Fig. 4.2, the difference between the maximum |S11 | (at A3) and minimum
|S11 | (at A0) increases even more. However, being further away from the unstrained
SAWR resonant frequency, fo , significantly reduces the overall ASAW R intensity in
(4.8), thus no longer translating in increase AM modulation amplitude.
Comparison between (4.8) and (4.5) shows that the power spectra obtained from
the AM and the narrowband FM on a SAWR are very similar. The SAWR main
peak has the same amplitude and frequency for both types of modulations. The
power spectrum with sidebands at f¯o1 ± fm reveals the modulating frequency of
the SAWR carrier signal, but the amplitude of these sidebands in (4.5) and (4.8)
are related to both of FM and AM and cannot be separated and independently
quantified by observing the power spectrum signal amplitude of the SAWR alone.
To separate the FM and AM contribution, the phase of the modulating signals must
be considered as the expressions for FM in (4.5) and AM in (4.8) are 90◦ apart in
terms of their phases. The I-Q technique discussed next, allows the required post-
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processing signal analysis to preserve both the amplitude and phase information,
thus separating the AM and FM contributions.
4.2.2

In-phase and Quadrature Analysis

In-phase and quadrature analysis provides insight into amplitude and phase variation in a signal and is commonly used in RF communication systems to modulate
or demodulate analog or digital signals [199–202]. Any RF signal,

sRF (t) = ARF ∗ cos(2πfRF t + φ)

(4.9)

can be broken down into

sRF (t) = ARF ∗ cos(2πfRF t) ∗ cos(φ) − ARF ∗ sin(2πfRF t) ∗ sin(φ)

(4.10)

or
sRF (t) = I ∗ cos((2πfRF t) − Q ∗ sin(2πfRF t)

(4.11)

where I is the amplitude of the in-phase component of the RF signal and Q is
the amplitude of the quadrature component of the RF signal. Thus, the in-phase
and quadrature signal components are 90o apart. Amplitude, frequency, or phase
variations in a modulated RF signal can be easily detected by separating the in-phase
and quadrature components and analyzing them separately [201].
In-phase and quadrature analysis was performed to separate the in-phase component from the quadrature component of the measured SAWR signal, thus retaining
the phase information of the demodulated signal, which is not possible by simply
looking at the SAWR power spectrum. Fig. 4.3(a) depicts the I-Q separation scheme:
the received SAWR signal is mixed with the cosine reference of the local oscillator
(LO) and sine reference (LO-90o ) to extract I and Q components. Fig. 4.3(b) shows
an I-Q constellation plot at an instance in time, which contains the amplitude and
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phase information of the measured signal at that instance in time. The radius of the
constellation plot provides the amplitude information of the signal, and thus relates
to the amplitude modulation, while the angle between the horizontal axis and the
position along the circle provides the phase information at a particular instance,
and thus relates to the phase or frequency modulation.

Figure 4.3. IQ-Breakdown: (a) Demonstration of I-Q extraction from SAWR RF
signal; (b) I-Q constellation curve illustrating conservation of magnitude and phase
information
In order to extract and quantify the AM and FM contributions from the SAWR
I-Q response, a signal processing procedure was implemented as discussed next. The
I-Q data related to the modulated SAWR RF signal is first converted to frequency
domain using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and then filtered in the frequency domain
so that only the signal components of f¯o1 ± ff il,BW and fm ± ff il,BW in (4.5) and
(4.8) are considered, where ±ff il,BW is the filter bandwidth selected to eliminate the
noise in the I-Q data caused by the oscillator drift and other external sources. This
allows a clear analysis of the amplitude and phase behavior of SAWR RF carrier
peak and the modulation sidebands originated from the dynamic strain signal peak.
The filtered data is then converted back to the time-domain. The average phase
shift relative to the horizontal axis in Fig. 4.3b is determined and used normalize
the I-Q constellation plot to 0o . This allows separation of FM and AM components.
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4.3

Experimental Setup and Signal Processing for Dynamic Strain Measurement
Figure 4.4 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup used to provide

both RF and dynamic strain signals to the SAWR, and to perform the device response detection and signal processing. Figure 4.5 shows the photograph of the
complete test setup used. The SAWR was mounted in a cantilever beam configuration on a heavy steel block using a cyanoacrylate adhesive and bonded to a co-axial
cable using 1mil thick platinum wires, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5.
The SAWR is interrogated in a pulsed radar fashion, that is, an RF burst is sent
to the device, which is then followed by a listening period. The ping cycle lasts for
a 2µs duration when signal is delivered to the SAWR. The listen cycle lasts for 4µs
when the decaying SAWR resonator signal is measured. The ping/listen cycles are
alternated using a ZYSWA-2-50DR RF switch [203] (Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY),
which is controlled using a PIC16F887 microcontroller [204] (Microchip Technology
Inc., Chandler, AZ), as represented in Fig. 4.4. Figure 4.6 shows typical ping and
listen cycles as recorded using a LeCroy Wavepro 7100 digital oscilloscope [205]
(LeCroy Corporation, Chestnut Ridge, NY), which reveal the measured decaying
SAWR natural response.
The RF burst (ping cycle) that excites the SAWR at f¯oi (close to its zero-strain
resonant frequency, fo ) is provided by an Agilent N9310 RF synthesizer (Keysight
Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA) shown in Fig. 4.4 dashed block. The SAWR I-Q
response is measured (listen cycle) using a Labview based NI PXIe-5663 Vector
Signal Analyzer (VSA) [206] (National Instruments, Austin, TX) shown in Fig. 4.4
dashed-dotted block. The VSA used in this work utilizes digital down-conversion
(DDC) technique to extract the baseband complex I-Q signal [207]. The RF SAWR
response is first down-converted to a 53MHz intermediate frequency (IF) signal with
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Figure 4.4. Block diagram: signal processing for dynamic strain measurement
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Figure 4.5. Photograph: signal processing for dynamic strain measurement

Figure 4.6. Temporal response depicting ping and listen cycles recorded using Lecroy
Wavepro 7100
a bandwidth of 20MHz using an NI PXIe-5601 down-converter module (labeled in
Fig. 4.4 as (a)). The IF signal is then digitized at a rate of 150MS/s using an NI PXI
5622 16-bit digitizer (labeled in Fig. 4.4 as (b)) and converted into baseband I and
Q components (10kHz bandlimited) shown in Fig. 4.3. The down-converter (local
oscillator (LO3 )) and digitizer (voltage-controller oscillator (VCO) and numericallycontrolled oscillator (NCO) modules require a 10MHz clock signal (Clk1 in Fig. 4.4),
which is provided externally by the RF synthesizer. The clocks for the RF synthe-
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sizer and the VSA system are synchronized to avoid clock inconsistencies between
the two systems, and thus to ensure phase detection coherence.
A Pasco SF-9324 mechanical vibration generation [208] placed in contact with
the free-end of the SAWR cantilever beam is used to transfer dynamic strain to the
SAWR device using a single-tone vibration signal. The frequency and amplitude of
the mechanical vibration generator unit is controlled by an Agilent 33120A function
generator (Keysight Technologies, Santa Rosa, CA), shown in Fig. 4.4 dotted block
and pictured in Fig. 4.5.
Three different tests were carried out using the previously discussed experimental setup: Test I: the SAWR excitation frequency (f¯o1 =f0 = 196.6MHz) and the
input voltage to the vibration generator (Vm ) were maintained constant, while the
vibration generator single-tone frequency (fm ) was varied at discrete values; Test
II: f¯o1 =f0 = 196.6MHz and fm were maintained constant, while Vm was varied; and
finally Test III: f¯oi was varied at discrete values, while Vm and fm were maintained
constant. The first two tests allowed parameterization of both dynamic strain signal
magnitude and frequency, while the third test provided insight into the effect of
slightly varying the SAWR excitation frequency. The values for each of these tests
were set as follows: Test I: f¯o0 = f0 = 196.6MHz and Vm = 600mVp−p , while fm
was varied at 400Hz, 500Hz, 600Hz, and 700Hz; Test II: f¯o0 = f0 = 196.6MHz and
fm = 600Hz, while Vm was varied at 200mVp−p , 400mVp−p , and 600mVp−p ; Test
III: Vm = 600mVp−p and fm = 600Hz, while f¯oi was set to discrete values of f¯o0 =
196.6MHz (fo ), f¯o1 = 196.5MHz (fo -100kHz), and f¯o2 = 196.4MHz (fo -200kHz).
A Labview control file was written to perform both power spectral and I-Q
measurements. The I-Q data acquisition sampling rate was set to 25kHz and the
number of data points per record was set to 10,000. Therefore, each acquired IQ dataset included a 0.4 second acquisition, which comprises of 66666 ping/listen
cycles.
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4.4

Measurement Results and Discussion of SAWR Dynamic Strain Signal Processing
In order to explore and analyze the operation and signal modulation of SAWR

sensors exposed to external dynamic strain, and in accordance with the tests described in Section 4.3, the results discussed in this section have been organized
according to: (A) Power spectral measurements: detection of dynamic strain frequency components (Test I); spectral measurement of dynamic strain magnitude
(Test II); and effect of varying the SAWR excitation frequency in the power spectra (Test III); and (B) I-Q measurements: filtering/analysis of I and Q data in
MATLAB; quantification of FM and AM contributions in the SAWR response using
I-Q filtering/analysis (Test II and Test III).
The power spectral measurements of Section 4.4.1 below are divided into: (1)
Dynamic Strain Frequency Detection; (2) Dynamic Strain Magnitude Measurement;
and (3) Effects of Varying the SAWR Excitation Frequency. The I-Q measurement
of Section 4.4.2 are divided into: (1) I-Q Filtering and Analysis; and (2) FM and
AM Separation and Quantification.
4.4.1

Power Spectral Measurements

4.4.1.1 Dynamic Strain Frequency Detection
Figure 4.7 shows the power spectra for the SAWR (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz, Vm =
600mVp−p ) for: (i) fm = 400Hz (top left); (ii) fm = 500Hz (top right); (iii) fm
= 600Hz (bottom left);and (iv) fm = 700Hz (bottom right) in accordance with
Test I. The constant peak at 0Hz in all four curves corresponds to the baseband
representation of the SAWR excitation signal (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz), and the constant
peak at 120Hz seen in all four curves is caused by a harmonic of the 60Hz signal
coming from the powered RF switch, and noting that the 60Hz spurious is not seen
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in the Fig. 4.7 due to the width and relative amplitude of the noise around the
main peak centered at 0Hz. The source of the 120Hz peak has been confirmed to
be the powered RF switch, since: (i) this spurious signal does not exist when the
RF synthesizer is directly connected to the VSA; (ii) the dynamic strain frequency
values during the test were higher than the 120Hz signal; and (iii) the 120Hz signal
amplitude was independent of dynamic strain intensity, whose peaks could be easily
distinguished from the spurious 120Hz peak. For applications requiring dynamic
strain detection at or below 120Hz, decoupling capacitors can be used to suppress
the spurious signal.

Figure 4.7. SAWR power spectra (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz, Vm = 600mVp−p ): (i) fm =
400Hz (top left); (ii) fm = 500Hz (top right); (iii) fm = 600Hz (bottom left);and
(iv) fm = 700Hz (bottom right)
The sidebands occurring at 400Hz, 500Hz, 600Hz, and 700Hz in the respective
graphs of Fig. 4.7 are are the evidence of the SAWR signal modulations caused
by the induced dynamic strain at the respective fm frequencies. It can be noted
from Fig. 4.7, in particular through plots (i) and (iv), second harmonic peaks at
2H
2H
2H
fm
(fm
= 800Hz for fm = 400Hz and fm
= 1.4kHz for fm = 700Hz). Using an
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ADXL335 accelerometer (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA) mounted on the vibration
generator drive arm, an independent measurement was performed to confirm that
the vibration generator’s output level Am is not constant with fm for the same
input voltage Vm , since the same amount of input voltage generates non-uniform
dynamic strain intensities, that is, different levels of output dynamic strain level
Am , and varying levels of second harmonic for different values of fm , confirming the
measured SAWR data shown in Fig. 4.7. The measurement of the spectral response
serves the purpose of identifying the dynamic strain frequency value(s) and their
relative amplitude.
4.4.1.2 Effect of Dynamic Strain Magnitude
Figure 4.8 shows the power spectra for the SAWR (with f¯o0 = 196.6MHz and
fm = 600Hz) overlaid for: (i) no strain (solid cyan); (ii) Vm = 200mVp−p (solid
red); (iii) Vm = 400mVp−p (dashed green);and (iv) Vm = 600mVp−p (dotted black) in
accordance with Test II. The peak at 0Hz corresponds to the baseband representation of the SAWR excitation signal (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz). The sidebands at ±600Hz in
the latter three spectra are due to modulations generated by the induced dynamic
strain. The SAWR excitation peak (P0Hz ) remained at -19.5dBm whereas the dynamic strain peak at ±600Hz (P600Hz ) increased from -80.7dBm (Vm = 200mVp−p )
to -74.6dBm (Vm = 400mVp−p ) to -70.7dBm (Vm = 600mVp−p ). The increasing
modulation peak level with an increased dynamic strain signal as well as a constant
carrier signal observed in Fig.4.8 is expected of both narrowband FM and AM signals
as discussed in Section 4.2.
4.4.1.3 Effect of SAWR Excitation Frequency
Figure 4.9 shows the power spectra for the SAWR (with Vm = 600mVp−p and
fm = 600Hz) overlaid for: (i) f¯o0 = 196.6MHz (dotted black); (ii) f¯o1 = 196.5MHz
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Figure 4.8. SAWR power spectra (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz and fm = 600Hz): (i) no strain
(solid cyan); (ii) vibration generator input voltage set at 200mVp−p (solid red); (iii)
vibration generator input voltage set at 400mVp−p (dashed green);and (iv) vibration
generator input voltage set at 600mVp−p (dotted black)
(dashed green); and (iii) f¯o2 = 196.4MHz (solid red) in accordance with Test III. All
three curves have been normalized with respect to the SAWR excitation peak, hence,
the vertical axis is represented in relative dB (dBr). The peak at 0Hz corresponds
to the baseband representation of the excitation frequency, f¯oi , while the ±600Hz
sidebands are caused due to modulations generated by 600Hz induced dynamic
strain signal.
While the absolute magnitudes of the signal components at the excitation frequency and sidebands are dependent on the dynamic strain input, the relative difference between the SAWR excitation peak and the 600Hz sideband peak provides information on the magnitude of the modulating signal(s) alone. Table 4.1 summarizes
the absolute power level in dBm of the baseband peak (P0Hz,abs ), the relative power
levels of the excitation peak (Pr0Hz ) and detected dynamic strain peaks (Pr600Hz )
normalized with respect to the SAWR excitation peak as well as the relative difference between the SAWR excitation peak and the dynamic strain peak for the spectra
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Figure 4.9. SAWR power spectra (600mVp−p , 600Hz vibrating signal): (i) f¯o0 =
196.6MHz (dotted black); (ii) f¯o1 = 196.5MHz (dashed green); and (iii) f¯o2 =
196.4MHz (solid red)
shown in Fig. 4.9. The detected dynamic strain peak is 51.2dB below the SAWR
excitation peak when the SAWR is excited at its natural resonant frequency. The
difference between the two peaks increases to 53.2dB and 57.2dB for the cases when
the SAWR is excited 100kHz and 200kHz away from its natural resonant frequency,
respectively. Exciting a SAWR at a frequency (f¯oi ) that is slightly different than its
resonant frequency (fo ) causes the device to tend to resonate towards its resonant
frequency with time, but, as expected, the energy that is retained in the SAWR
device is lower than when excited at exactly its resonant frequency, which is clearly
seen by the declining magnitudes of the P0Hz,abs , peaks as the SAWR is excited away
from its natural resonant frequency shown in Table 4.1. As discussed in Section 4.2,
when the SAWR is excited further away from fo , a decrease in ASAW R results in lower
signal levels for both the SAWR excitation peak and the sideband peaks. However,
the relative variation from FM and AM with decreasing ASAW R is not clear from
the results in Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.1. The FM/AM separation and quantification is
discussed in the next Section 4.4.2.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of dynamic strain sensitivity as a function of excitation
frequency
f¯oi
P0Hz,abs
Pr0Hz
Pr600Hz
Pr0Hz − Pr600Hz
(MHz)
(dBm)
(dBr)
(dBr)
(dB)
196.6

-19.5

0

-51.2

51.2

196.5

-21.6

0

-53.2

53.2

196.4

-27.6

0

-57.2

57.2

4.4.2

I-Q Measurements

The power spectra measurements and analysis in Section 4.4.1 provided information about the signal contents (frequency) and the relative energy content (power).
However, the power spectral measurements do not allow separation of the simultaneous and naturally occurring FM and AM modulations, which are important
for exploration of these concurrent FM and AM modulations for dynamic strain
sensing applications. In order to achieve the separation of the two modulations, the
I-Q technique discussed in Section 4.2.2 are used and the signal is processed and
analyzed as detailed next in terms of: (1) I-Q filtering and Analysis; and (2) FM
and AM Separation and Quantification.
4.4.2.1 I-Q Filtering/Analysis
Figure 4.10 shows a typical measured I-Q constellation plot (f¯o0 = 196.6MHz;
Vm = 400mVp−p ; fm = 600Hz), which shows the complex I-Q data plotted in solid
black and the circle of constant amplitude shown in dotted blue. As each acquired
I-Q data spans over 0.4 seconds, the data points spread over a wide arc on the circle.
Drift and noise of the oscillator and the vibration generator supersede and mask the
actual dynamic strain signature, thus in order to extract important information like
the dynamic strain frequency, amplitude, and modulation type from the I-Q data,
additional signal processing needs to be performed.
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Figure 4.10. I-Q constellation plot showing unfiltered SAWR response (solid black)
and circle of constant amplitude (dotted blue)
The I-Q filtering approach described in Section 4.2.2 was used to process the
I-Q data shown in Fig. 4.10 in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The I-Q data
was first converted to the frequency domain using fast-fourier transform and then frequency domain filtered to allow only signal components of 0Hz±2Hz and 600Hz±2Hz.
By doing so, the drift and noise in the I-Q data caused by the oscillator and vibration
generator are eliminated, leaving only the response due to the SAWR excitation peak
and the dynamic strain peak. The filtered data was then converted back to the time
domain and shifted (normalized) to the zero phase position on the I-Q constellation
plot (VIQ,f iltered ) as shown in Fig. 4.11 (left) so that the variations in the I and Q
values conveyed AM and FM information, respectively. Figure 4.11 (right inset)
zooms into the signal content shown in Fig. 4.11 (left) and clearly shows occurrence
of both phase and amplitude variations.
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From the data presented and analyzed in Section 4.4.1, the dynamic strain frequency component can easily be identified using the SAWR power spectra. Using the
baseband SAWR converted from the RF signal and the knowledge of the dynamic
strain frequency, the narrowband post-processing filtering technique introduced in
Section 4.2.2 and experimentally reported in this section leads to the required separation and quantification of the in-phase and quadrature signal components. The
results show that the technique introduced is thus viable and practical to identify
and quantify the contributions due to frequency and amplitude modulations.

Figure 4.11. I-Q constellation plot showing filtered SAWR response (left) and
zoomed in filtered SAWR response (right inset).

4.4.2.2 FM and AM Quantification
The filtered and zero-phase normalized I-Q data described in Section 4.4.2.1 was
used to quantify the amount of phase (FM) and magnitude (AM) variations. Since,
the filtered I-Q data was zero-phase normalized, the amount of deviations of the real
(I-value) and imaginary (Q-value) signal components from its mean value provide
the amounts of frequency and amplitude modulation, respectively, as
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VF M = Im[VIQ,f iltered − mean(VIQ,f iltered )]

(4.12)

VAM = Re[VIQ,f iltered − mean(VIQ,f iltered )]

(4.13)

Figure 4.12 exemplifies the separation of the FM (left) and the AM (right) for
Test II, which corresponds to the power spectra shown in Fig. 4.8 ( f¯o0 = 196.6MHz
and fm =600Hz, while Vm was varied at 200mVp−p , 400mVp−p , and 600mVp−p ). The
demodulated sinusoidal FM/AM signals correspond to the cases: Vm = 200mVp−p
(solid red); Vm = 400mVp−p (dashed green); and Vm = 600mVp−p (dotted black). The
detected FM and AM both increase as the dynamic strain magnitude is increased
and the amount of detected AM is at least twenty times less than the amount of
detected FM, illustrating that FM is the dominant mode of modulation. Under the
conditions for Fig. 4.12, the output of the vibration generator responds linearly with
the input magnitude, as shown by the absence of second harmonic signal in Fig. 4.8.
Consistently and as discussed in Section 4.2, there is a linear relationship between
the detected FM or AM and the respective input voltage to the vibration generator
as the amount of FM and AM detected increases by two times when the input to the
vibration generator is doubled from 200mVp−p to 400mVp−p and three times when
the input to the vibration generator is tripled from 200mVp−p to 600mVp−p .
Figure 4.13 shows the amount of FM (left) and AM (right) for measurements
of Test III and corresponds to power spectra shown in Fig. 4.9 (Vm =600mVp−p
and fm =600Hz, while f¯oi was set to discrete values of 196.6MHz (fo ), 196.5MHz
(fo -100kHz), and 196.4MHz (fo -200kHz)). The demodulated FM and AM signals
shown in Fig. 4.13 are for the SAWR excitation frequencies: f¯o0 = 196.6MHz (dotted
black); (ii) f¯o1 = 196.5MHz (dashed green); and (iii) f¯o2 = 196.4MHz (solid red).
The maximum FM detection occurs when the SAWR is excited close to its resonant
frequency i.e. f¯o = 196.6MHz case as the excitation frequency, which corroborates
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Figure 4.12. Demodulated FM and AM results for f¯o0 = 196.6MHz for: (i) vibration
generator input voltage set at 200mVp−p (solid red); (ii) vibration generator input
voltage set at 400mVp−p (dashed green); and (iii) vibration generator input voltage
set at 600mVp−p (dotted black)
the observation made in Fig. 4.9 power spectra. As discussed in Section 4.2, exciting the SAWR close to its natural resonant frequency corresponds to the situation
that more energy is coupled into the SAWR, thus resulting in the maximum value
of ASAW R . As the excitation frequency is shifted away from the SAWR resonant
frequency, less energy couples into the SAWR resulting in a lower ASAW R , thus
reducing the amount of induced FM as described by (4.5).
When the SAWR RF response is being frequency modulated, the amount of AM
is affected by the difference between the maximum and minimum |S11 | values at its
excitation frequency according to the analysis in Section 4.2.1. When the excitation
occurs at the unstrained natural resonant frequency, fo , the amplitude of the AM
modulation is experimentally verified to be at its minimum (Fig. 4.13), in consistency
with Fig. 4.2 at f¯o0 . When the excitation frequency is offset to f¯o1 = 196.5MHz (fo 100kHz), the detected amplitude of the AM increases to its maximum observed
value, due to the increased |S11 | maximum and minimum difference compared to
the previous situation, and the fact that the f¯o1 is still relatively close to fo , as
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Figure 4.13. Demodulated FM and AM results for the 400mVp−p , 600Hz vibrating
signal for: (i) f¯o0 = 196.6MHz (dotted black); (ii) f¯o1 = 196.5MHz (dashed green);
and (iii) f¯o2 = 196.4MHz (solid red)
depicted in Fig. 4.2. When the SAWR excitation frequency is increased further to
f¯o2 = 196.4MHz (fo -200kHz), the detected AM level does not increase, but rather
suffers a slightly decrease, also in consistency with the discussion in Section 4.2.1,
since in this case the drop in ASAW R due to the excitation further away from fo is not
compensated by the increase in the difference between the maximum and minimum
|S11 | levels. At frequencies further away from the SAWR resonant frequency, the
energy coupled to the SAWR is diminishes significantly, eventually bringing the AM
modulation to noise level. These results and analysis based on the I-Q demodulation
shown in Fig. 4.13 are consistent with the power spectra measurements shown in
Fig. 4.9.
4.5

Applicability to Communications, Frequency Control, and Other
Sensing Applications
The I-Q technique derived and implemented in this chapter is not only applicable

to dynamic strain sensing, but can be beneficial for: (i) RF communications appli-
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cations where SAWRs are used as filters; (ii) frequency control applications where
SAWRs are used in oscillators; and (iii) other sensing applications where dynamic
strain is not the primary measurand, but instead acts as an undesired source of noise.
In communications and frequency control applications, external vibrations can result
in increased phase noise, unwanted frequency shifts, and single tone spurious signals
in RF device responses, such as oscillators, filters, and multiplexers [197, 209]. Spurious signals in SAW-based filter applications can result in RF signal modulations,
compromising signal rejection performance [197]. For frequency control applications,
vibration-induced phase noise has been known to be greater than noise from all other
sources combined [191]. Increased phase noise in microwave components, result in
higher phase noise in oscillators, limiting their stable operation and degrading the
overall RF system performance, such as radars and sensitive receivers [193]. For
GPS, radar, and wireless communication applications, unwanted vibration-induced
frequency shifts and noise can reduce navigation or location accuracy. For sensing
applications where the primary measurand is not dynamic strain, but instead the
measurad is: temperature; pressure; humidity; mass; gas; or static strain, vibration
or dynamic strain-induced sensor response can be spurious interfering signal resulting in reduced accuracy and precision of the primary measurand [16, 60]. Therefore,
understanding and quantifying vibration-induced changes in the SAWR response
can be advantageous to better understand, model, and design SAWR-based devices
for communications, frequency control, and sensor applications.
4.6

Conclusions
The I-Q analysis technique introduced in this chapter relies on the analysis of

the SAWR power spectra in conjunction with the signal I-Q demodulation. The
technique has been validated by measurements, and four major findings can be listed
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as: (i) the I-Q signal processing analysis introduced allows the separation of FM
and AM modulation contributions for a SAWR exposed to external dynamic strain
signals; (ii) the AM response is a direct consequence of the FM generated by the
external dynamic strain on the SAWR due to the device’s frequency response; (iii)
the SAWR power spectra is required in the determination of the and dynamic strain
frequency component(s), and the overall spectra amplitude is consistent with the I-Q
SAWR signal analysis which shows the predominance of FM modulation in response
to the dynamic strain signal; and (iv) the SAWR RF excitation frequency also
dictates the amplitude of the FM and AM generated by the device under exposure
to the external dynamic strain, according to the results and analysis reported in
this chapter. These findings are relevant in understanding the operation of SAWR
devices under dynamic strain targeted under this thesis. However, these findings are
applicable to identify the nature of spurious vibration-induced FM and FM-induced
AM modulations signals for contemporary RF communications, signal processing,
and frequency control applications.
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Chapter 5
HIGH-TEMPERATURE DYNAMIC STRAIN

5.1

Introduction
This chapter is devoted to investigating and exploring high-temperature dynamic

strain behavior of SAWR sensors. SAW dynamic strain research has been limited to
room temperature operation and strain values up to 20µ as discussed in Chapter 1.
As part of this thesis, LGS based P t/Al2 O3 SAWR sensors and attachment tools
discussed in Chapter 2 were used to characterize dynamic strain behavior of these
sensors at temperatures up to 400 ◦C and strain values up to 70µ. In addition,
based on the findings reported in Chapter 4, measurement of SAWR power spectra
was proven to be required to determine and quantify dynamic strain magnitude and
frequency component(s), thus was used to measure the SAWR sensor dynamic strain
response at high-temperatures.
The design and implementation of a constant stress beam applicable for dynamic
strain measurement and capable of operating at high-temperature are described in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 discusses the implementation of high-temperature dynamic
strain testing, which includes discussion on: (i) a custom high-temperature test rig
that allows SAWR sensor calibration at high temperatures; and (ii) the experimental
procedure used to characterize SAWR dynamic strain response. The experimental
section is followed by measured high-temperature dynamic strain data presentation
and discussion of related findings in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 presents the
concluding remarks for this chapter.
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5.2

High-Temperature Dynamic Strain Constant Stress Beam Implementation
As discussed in Chapter 3 and in [183], a constant stress beam is ideal for cali-

brating strain sensors as it allows placement of the sensor being characterized and the
calibration sensor in close proximity to measure the same strain value. For dynamic
strain applications, the constant stress beam needs have its natural resonant modes
higher than the maximum frequency of the dynamic strain being measured so that
the beam itself does not self-resonate, which can compromise its constant stress
behavior. The high-temperature beam used in Chapter 3 was designed specifically
for static strain applications as weights could be directly applied to the large tip
section, which induces stresses on the smaller constant stress section (see Fig. 3.4).
Due to this design feature, the beam was bulky causing it to have a low natural resonant mode, which made it unsuitable for dynamic strain testing. Therefore, for this
portion of the thesis, a different constant stress beam (Fig. 5.1) was designed [210]
by tapering the thickness of the beam along its length to uniformly distribute the
bending stress over a wider area [211]. Note that this is a different approach from
the beam used in Chapter 3, which had a tapered width and a constant thickness
as FEM analysis showed that beams with tapered width had lower natural resonant
modes, thus making them inadequate for dynamic strain calibration needs.
The beam design was created in AutoCAD (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) software
and imported into Abaqus (Dassault Systemes, Waltham, MA) FEM software to analyze its constant stress behavior and also quantify its fundamental natural resonant
frequency. The beam was meshed using tetrahedral element type and assigned seed
sizes of 0.005. A fixed boundary condition was applied to the flat end of the beam,
thus eliminating translational and rotational motions at the clamped end. Abaqus
dynamic modal analysis was carried out with a load of 4N for frequencies ranging
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Figure 5.1. Constant stress beam with dimensions specified in cm
between 100Hz and 1kHz. The first resonant mode of the constant stress beam
designed and shown in Fig. 5.1 was 1.1kHz, which is higher than the simulated load
frequencies between 100Hz and 1kHz. Figure 5.2 shows the result of the simulation
for the input signal at 700Hz and illustrates constant stress behavior in the red
region with less than ±1.5% variation over the area. This result holds true over the
entire 100Hz to 1kHz frequency range. The constant stress region was appropriate
to place the SAWR sensor and a commercial strain gauge (used for calibration
purposes) next to each other and to guarantee the exposure to very similar stress
values.
5.3

High-Temperature Dynamic Strain Custom-Designed Test Rig and
Experimental Setup
5.3.1

High-Temperature Test Rig

A high temperature capable test rig that allowed on-site dynamic strain testing
was designed and fabricated at the University of Maine facilities [210]. A computeraided drawing (CAD) of the test rig is shown in Fig. 5.3. A steel platform consisting
of four rigid support legs was machined so that a Thermolyne Model 48000 (Thermo
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Figure 5.2. Abaqus simulation depicting constant stress behavior for a 700Hz
vibration input
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) could be mounted on it. The furnace was mounted
upside down so that the furnace chamber was easily accessible through a pre-existing
hole located on the top of the furnace, which allowed the external dynamic strain
to be applied from outside the furnace. The constant stress beam described in
Section 5.2 was attached to a 1 foot long stainless steel rod with a diameter of 0.75
inches and inserted into the furnace chamber. A 1 inch by 1 inch platform was
machined on the rod to accommodate the beam so that it could be rigidly clamped.
The rod was clamped outside the furnace on a rigid U-shaped steel support that was
welded to the steel platform. A 10-32 UNF threaded stainless steel rod connected
to a LDS V203 permanent magnet vibration generator (Bruel & Kjaer, Naerum,
Denmark) introduced vibrations on the constant stress beam. The entire test rig
was placed on top of an optical table so that effects of external vibrations was
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Figure 5.3. CAD drawing of the test setup showing placement of constant stress
beam inside the high temperature furnace and induction of tip vibrations using a
10-32 stainless steel rod connected to the vibration generator
minimal inside the furnace chamber. More details regarding construction of the
high-temperature test rig can be found in Appendix A.
FEM modeling of the entire test rig structure was complicated due to the various
parts involved in this structure, such as: the furnace platform; vibration generator; constant stress beam; threaded excitation stainless steel rod; and their interconnections. Numerically predicting the behavior of the entire structure under dynamic strain conditions to accurately predict strain values would require modeling
vibration generator under operation, which is not trivial as different loading conditions and placement of the excitation rod can affect its operation. Therefore, for
SAWR dynamic strain calibration, a commercial strain gauge was employed instead
of the FEM modeling technique used in Chapter 3 for static strain calibration.
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5.3.2

Experimental Procedure

Figure 5.4 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup used for high
temperature dynamic strain testing. Sections of the block diagram are divided in
sub-blocks for: (A) SAWR sensor excitation and detection (dotted), (B) commercial
calibration gauge control and measurement (dashed-dotted), (C) dynamic strain
generation (dashed), and (D) temperature monitoring (solid). A P t/Al2 O3 SAWR
sensor was mounted on the constant stress beam using Aremco 668 high-temperature
epoxy as explored in Chapter 2. A high-temperature calibration strain gauge (Part
no. HFN-35-250-SCW) from HITEC Products Inc. (Pepperell, MA) [212] was
mounted next to the SAWR on the same constant stress beam as shown in the in
Fig. 5.4 so that both sensors were exposed to equivalent strain values. Appendix B
and Appendix C explain the attachment procedures used for the SAWR sensor and
the commercial strain gauge, respectively in more detail. To vibrate the constant
stress beam, a threaded stainless steel rod connected to the LDS V203 permanent
magnet vibration generator was adjusted to touch the beam at the unclamped end
(see Fig. 5.3). The vibration generator was powered using a 48W Bruel & Kjaer
PA25E amplifier (Bruel & Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark), which was fed using Agilent
33120A function generator (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The temperature inside the furnace chamber was measured using a K-type thermocouple
via an NI USB-TC01 temperature-recording module (National Instruments, Austin,
TX).
Dynamic strain measurements were performed at 24 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C,
and 400 ◦C. For each temperature, the SAWR zero-stress resonant frequency (fo )
was first measured using an Agilent 4396B Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) (Agilent
Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA) so that the required excitation frequency (f¯o )
could be established. It is important that fo and f¯o are as less than 100kHz apart
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Figure 5.4. High-temperature dynamic strain test setup block diagram with: (A)
SAW sensor excitation and interrogation (dotted block); (B) commercial gauge
excitation and interrogation (dashed-dotted block); (C) dynamic strain generation
(dashed block); (D) temperature monitoring (solid)
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so that the SAWR is excited very close to its resonant frequency, thus maximizing
the energy delivered to the SAWR as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1.3. The
results discussed in Chapter 4, Table 4.1 showed that when a SAWR is excited
further away from its resonant frequency, the energy retained in the SAWR is lower
than when exited exactly at its resonant frequency resulting in a diminished SAWR
and dynamic strain response, which is not ideal for the dynamic range of the SAWR
sensor.
Figure 5.5 shows a plot of the SAWR zero-stress resonant frequency as a function
of the targeted five temperatures (24 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C). A
second-order polynomial (dotted curve) was used to fit the SAWR frequency measurements (discrete points) shown in Fig. 5.5. It is evident from this plot that the
P t/Al2 O3 SAWR used here is temperature sensitive, consistent with observations
made in Chapter 2. Thus, an Agilent N9310A synthesizer (Agilent Technologies
Inc., Santa Clara, CA) was set to generate an RF signal for 2µs (excitation cycle)
and excite the SAWR at the frequency corresponding to the test temperature i.e.
f¯o = 193.8MHz, 193.6MHz, 193.2MHz, 192.8MHz, and 192.1MHz for T = 24 ◦C,
100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, respectively. The maximum temperature tested
was 400 ◦C because the SAWR attachment using Aremco 668 was not expected
to reliably operate beyond 400 ◦C under dynamic strain conditions based on the
findings in Chapter 2.
Upon excitation, the SAWR’s free-resonating echo response was measured for 4µs
(measure cycle), as shown in Fig. 5.6. An RF switch via a transistor-transistor logic
(TTL) signal generated using a PIC16F887 microcontroller (Microchip Technology
Inc., Chandler, AZ) toggles between excitation and measure cycles as shown in
Fig. 5.6. A NI PXIe vector signal analyzer (VSA) (National Instruments, Austin,
TX) measures and records these SAWR echo signals. The VSA uses in-phase and
quadrature analysis discussed in Chapter 4 to record multiple of these cycles and the
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Figure 5.5. SAWR zero-stress resonant frequency, measured for temperatures, T
= 24 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C using an Agilent 4396B VNA and fitted
using a second-order polynomial fit (dotted curve)

Figure 5.6. Illustration of SAWR excitation and measure cycle
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dynamic strain information is obtained by analyzing the resultant power spectrum
of the dynamic strain-modulated SAWR sensor signal. Since contributions of FM
and AM on a SAWR RF signal when exposed to dynamic strain have already been
quantified and both FM and AM have been shown to be directly proportional to
the detected dynamic strain in Chapter 4, the power spectral measurements were
used in this chapter were adequate to obtain information regarding the frequency
and amplitude of the dynamic strain signals. The dynamic strain measurements
performed at each temperature was repeated three times to check for consistency
and account for experimental uncertainties such as minor temperature variations or
adjustment of the stress inducing rod.
The calibration strain gauge used in this work uses a two-wire nichrome wirewound gauge as the transducer, with a gauge resistance (Zo ) of 350Ω; gauge factor
(GF) of 2.1; chromel lead wires; and has a maximum operating temperature of
871 ◦C [212]. It was excited using a 10mA control signal sent via the PFI-9452 dynamic strain conditioning module (Precision Filters, Inc., Ithaca, NY). This module
utilizes balanced constant current technique, which translates into using a pair of
gain) to excite
matched constant current sources and a differential amplifier (100 mV
mV
the gauge [56]. The gauge voltage output was measured using a Tektronix TDS2024
oscilloscope (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) and stored on a PC via a general purpose
interface bus (GPIB) interface (Fig. 5.4). The output sensitivity of the calibration
strain gauge was 0.7 mV
, which allowed a direct conversion from the measured gauge
µ
voltage output to the detected strain level.
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5.4

Measurement Results and Discussion for SAWR High-Temperature
Dynamic Strain Sensor
The high-temperature P t/Al2 O3 SAWR dynamic strain sensor experimental strain

measurements, respective data analysis, and strain calibration are discussed in this
section. The test setup discussed in Section 5.3.2 has been used for the measurements addressed in this section. The results discussed in this section have been
divided into: (1) dynamic strain magnitude detection at 400 ◦C; (2) dynamic strain
frequency detection at 400 ◦C; (3) dynamic strain detection at 24 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C
and 400 ◦C; (4) SAWR calibration at 24 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, which
includes a discussion of SAWR dynamic strain sensitivity and dynamic range; and
(5) discussion on the figures of merits of this SAWR sensor based on the findings of
(1) to (4).
5.4.1

Dynamic Strain Magnitude at High-Temperature

Figure 5.7 shows measured frequency spectra of the SAWR sensor for a 700Hz
dynamic strain signal measured at 400 ◦C for different strain intensities overlaid
on the same graph. The four overlaid curves correspond to strain values of no
strain (dashed), 14µ (dotted-dashed), 28µ (solid), and 52µ (dotted), respectively,
measured using the commercial calibration gauge. It was discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.4.1.3 that the relative difference between the SAWR excitation peak and
sideband peak provides information on the magnitude of the modulating dynamic
strain signal. Hence, the SAWR response shown in Fig. 5.7 is normalized with
respect to the SAWR excitation peak, thus, the vertical axis is represented in relative dB (dBr). The SAWR spectrum at no strain condition shows the baseband
representation at 0Hz, which corresponds to the SAWR excitation signal at f¯o =
192.1MHz and has a magnitude of -23.3dBm. There are 120Hz side peaks on either
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side of the center peak due to 2nd harmonic coupling of the 60Hz from RF switch
power supply as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1. As the strain is increased
from no strain to 14µ, then to 28µ and finally to 52µ, the amplitude of the
peak at fm = 700Hz increases from noise level to -63dBr, to -58dBr, and finally to
-53dBr. The graph illustrates a direct relationship between the amount of dynamic
strain detected and the amplitude of the peak at ∆f . A more thorough discussion
regarding the relationship between dynamic strain and the SAWR sensor response
is provided in Section 5.4.4, but it is clear from these results shown in Fig. 5.7 that
both the magnitude and frequency of the dynamic strain signal can be quantified
using the power spectra of the SAWR.

Figure 5.7. Measured spectra of the SAWR illustrating the baseband SAWR
resonant peak (f¯o = 192.1MHz with absolute magnitude of 23.3dBm) and sidelobe peaks at the dynamic strain frequency (fm ) for: No strain (dashed), Strain =
14µ (dotted-dashed); Strain = 28µ (solid) and Strain = 52µ (dotted) measured
at 400 ◦C
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5.4.2

Dynamic Strain Frequency at High-Temperature

Figure 5.8 shows frequency spectra of the SAWR sensor measured at 400 ◦C
for an induced dynamic strain magnitude of 32µ but at different dynamic strain
frequencies: (A) top left: fm = 400Hz; (B) top right: fm = 500Hz; and (C) bottom center: fm = 700Hz. All three curves shown in Fig. 5.8 are normalized with
respect to the SAWR excitation peak and are represented in dBr. The 0Hz peak in
each graph at 0dBr corresponds to a magnitude of -23.3dBm and is the baseband
representation of the SAWR excitation frequency at 400 ◦C, f¯o = 192.1MHz. The
graphs show detection of the dynamic strain signal at the applied fm frequency for
each case as illustrated by the side peaks offset from the baseband SAWR resonant
peak by 400Hz, 500Hz, and 700Hz in the top left, top right, and bottom center
graphs, respectively. For each case, the fm side peaks occur at -56.7dBr, which
shows that the testing system, including the SAWR sensor, is broadband and has
a flat response for the range of dynamic strain frequencies under study, since the
magnitude of dynamic strain used for all three plots was the same. This dynamic
strain result shows that SAWR detection level is independent of the frequency of
dynamic strain, thus sensor calibration does not need to be performed at multiple
frequencies.
5.4.3

Dynamic Strain Frequency at Different Temperatures

Figure 5.9 shows frequency spectra of the SAWR sensor for a 700Hz strain signal
measured at different temperatures: (A) top left: SAWR spectra at 24 ◦C for a strain
value of 49µ; (B) top right: SAWR spectra at 200 ◦C for a strain value of 45µ; (C)
bottom left: SAWR spectra at 300 ◦C for a strain value of 41µ; and (D) bottom
right: SAWR spectra at 400 ◦C for a strain value of 38µ. Note that although all four
measurements were carried out for the same input voltage to the vibration generator,
the strain values as detected by the commercial gauge are lowered as the temperature
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Figure 5.8. Measured spectra of the SAWR illustrating the baseband SAWR
resonant peak (f¯o = 192.1MHz with absolute magnitude of -23.3dBm) and sidelobe peaks for a dynamic strain magnitude of 32µ for: (A) fm = 400Hz (top left);
(B) fm = 500Hz (top left); and (C) fm = 700Hz (top left) measured at 400 ◦C
is increased. This observed decrease in the detected strain levels can be attributed
either to: (i) the increase in compliance of the commercial gauge adhesive, thus
resulting in a reduced sensor response; or (ii) change in positioning or adjustment
of the excitation rod at different temperatures, thus inducing a lower strain on the
beam. All four curves have been normalized with respect to the SAWR excitation
peak at that particular temperature i.e. f¯o = 193.8MHz, 193.2MHz, 192.8MHz, and
192.1MHz for T = 24 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C, respectively.
The 0Hz peak in each graph in Fig. 5.9 represents the baseband representation of
the SAWR excitation frequency at that particular temperature. Two major observations made were: (i) the SAWR resonant frequency is a function of temperature as it
endures a frequency shift when heated as illustrated by the 1.7MHz frequency shift
when heated from room temperature to 400 ◦C; (ii) the dynamic strain frequency
is independent of temperature as clearly illustrated by the dynamic strain fm peak
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Figure 5.9. Measured spectra of the SAWR illustrating the SAWR resonant peak
and side-lobe peaks at the dynamic strain frequency (fm ) for: (A) T = 24 ◦C (top
left); (B) T = 200 ◦C (top right); (C) T = 300 ◦C (bottom left); and (D) T = 400 ◦C
(bottom right)
appearance that is offset 700Hz from the baseband SAWR resonant peak in all four
spectra. The latter is an especially important result as it shows that regardless of
the operational temperature, the SAWR sensor can accurately and precisely detect
the frequency of dynamic strain.
5.4.4

SAWR Dynamic Strain Magnitude Calibration: Sensitivity and

Dynamic Range
The SAWR sensors measurements shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 clearly illustrate that the measurement technique described in this paper is suitable in detecting
both the magnitude and frequency content of dynamic strain at any temperature.
Thus, the obvious next step is to obtain dynamic strain calibration curves for the
SAWR sensor at different temperatures. The SAWR power spectral measurements
can be directly used to compute the SAWR dynamic strain response (∆PStrain ),
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using the difference between the SAWR excitation peak (Pf¯o ) and the dynamic
strain peak at fm (Pfm ) as a reference i.e.

∆PStrain = Pfm − Pf¯o [dB] = 10 ∗ log(

∆Pfm
)[W atts]
Pf¯o

(5.1)

The subsequent strain power level (∆PStrain ) can then be converted into its
equivalent root-mean-squared (RMS) voltage level using [213] to obtain a linear
µV
) as
calibration curve in terms of (
µ
vSAW R

q
∆PStrain
= R.Po .10 10

(5.2)

where vSAW R = RMS voltage of the modulated SAWR signal, R = 50Ω (for a 50Ω
system), and Po = 1mW. Note that in Eq. (5.2), Po was selected to be 1mW (or
0dBm) instead of Pf¯o so that minor fluctuations in the SAWR excitation amplitude
do not affect the conversion of ∆PStrain to vSAW R .
Figure. 5.10 shows the calibration curves for the SAWR sensor at 24 ◦C (solid),
100 ◦C (dotted [wide-spaced]), 200 ◦C (dashed-dotted), 300 ◦C (dashed), and 400 ◦C
(dotted [narrow-spaced]) with the measured strain using the commercial calibration
gauge in µ on the horizontal axis and the SAWR response in µV on the vertical
axis. The discrete data points represent the mean of the measured data points
for each strain value whereas the vertical and horizontal error bars show the measured variation between the three test repetitions in SAWR sensor response and
commercial strain gauge response, respectively. Regression analysis was performed
using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natwick, MA) on each of the datasets to generate
linear fits shown as calibration lines shown in Fig. 5.10.
Table 5.1 shows a summary of the correlation coefficient (R2 ) and the SAWR
sensitivity (µV /µ) for each of the measured temperatures. The R2 values of >0.999
for each of the curves confirms a good degree of agreement between the fitted cali130

Figure 5.10. SAWR strain calibration curve for fm = 700Hz at T = 24 ◦C (solid),
100 ◦C (dotted [wide-spaced]), 200 ◦C (dashed-dotted), 300 ◦C (dashed), and 400 ◦C
(dotted [narrow-spaced])
bration lines and the measured data points. As can be seen from the curves shown
in Fig. 5.7 and the information provided in Table 5.1, the sensitivity of the SAWR
sensor decreases as temperature is increased and are comparable at the higher end
of the temperatures measured (300 ◦C and 400 ◦C). The decrease in sensitivity is
caused by an increase in epoxy compliance as the temperature is increased causing a
reduced stress transfer to the SAWR sensor as discussed in Chapter 3 for static strain
measurements [16]. Although the sensor sensitivity decreased significantly (almost 3
times) from room temperature to 400 ◦C due to change in epoxy compliance, there is
a lesser degree of sensitivity variation at elevated temperatures. While the sensitivity
decreased by 44% from 24 ◦C to 100 ◦C and 34% from 100 ◦C to 200 ◦C, from 200 ◦C
to 300 ◦C, the sensitivity reduction was only 12%. Furthermore, the sensitivity difference of 0.39µV /µ between 300 ◦C (9.71µV /µ) and 400 ◦C (10.1µV /µ) is within
experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 5.11 shows the SAWR calibration curves at 400 ◦C for fm = 400Hz (solid),
500Hz (dotted), and 700Hz (dashed) overlaid on the same graph. The SAWR sensitivities for the three dynamic strain frequency cases are very similar with 10.1µV /µ,
10.0µV /µ, 10.1µV /µ for fm = 400Hz, 500Hz, and 700Hz, respectively. This result
corroborates the initial observation made in Fig. 5.8, where the SAWR sensor strain
response was independent of the dynamic strain frequency.
Table 5.1. Summary of SAWR calibration parameters at different temperatures
Temperature (◦C) Correlation
Sensitivity (µV /µ)
2
Coefficient (R )
24

0.9996

29.5

100

0.9998

16.6

200

0.9989

11.0

300

0.9992

9.71

400

0.9992

10.1

Figure 5.11. SAWR strain calibration curve at T = 400 ◦C for fm = 400Hz (solid),
500Hz (dotted), and 700Hz (dashed)
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Due to the two-way radar-like communication used in this dynamic strain measurement work, there is a 23dB signal acquisition and processing loss, thus the measured baseband SAWR peak has an absolute magnitude of approximately
-23dBm. The lower dynamic range of the SAWR sensor is around -70dBr or 4µ,
where the noise of the dynamic strain measurement system precludes dynamic strain
detection. The maximum tested dynamic strain value for the SAWR sensor was 70µ
because at strain values beyond 70µ, the associated attachment was not expected
to operate reliably due to the high-temperatures and continuous vibrations of test
beam. Note that wireless interrogation was not addressed in this work due to the
observed low signal output of these sensors. In the future, interrogating and sensor
antennas; and matching networks; and the corresponding hardware can be developed
to implement wireless SAWR dynamic strain sensors, but would most likely result
in a reduced detected strain signal due to propagation and signal processing losses.
5.4.5

SAWR Dynamic Strain Sensor: Figures of Merit

The identification and quantification of dynamic strain frequency presented in
Section 5.4.3 and the calibration curves generated in Section 5.4.4 illustrate that
the SAWR sensors used in this thesis can be used to measure and quantify both the
dynamic strain frequency and magnitude. This chapter used a SAWR echo response
and power spectral technique for dynamic strain measurements, so that the SAWR is
excited close to its resonant frequency instead of static strain measurement approach
taken in Chapter 3, where a VNA frequency sweep was performed to track the
SAWR resonant frequency. This referred dynamic strain measurement approach
showed that the SAWR excitation peak and the modulated dynamic strain peak
move together at every temperature (see Fig. 5.9), thus dynamic strain measurement
is less sensitive to temperature variations. It is true that for high-temperature SAWR
dynamic strain measurements, proper calibration curve needs to be selected as made
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evident by the sensitivity variation based on the operational temperature shown in
the calibration curves in Fig. 5.10, but this variation is due to increase in epoxy
compliance, which results in a reduced strain transfer from the test beam to the
SAWR sensor. Thus, considering the effect of temperature on epoxy compliance,
the measurement of dynamic strain magnitude and frequency are insensitive to
temperature variations, thus dispensing the need for a temperature compensation
scheme such as the one implemented in Chapter 3, which simplifies the overall sensor
system.
5.5

Conclusions
The work reported in this chapter demonstrated the usage and calibration at dif-

ferent temperatures of high-temperature harsh-environment SAWR dynamic strain
sensor using a high-temperature capable constant stress beam and a test rig, which
were designed, fabricated, and employed in this work. The SAWR sensor interrogation technique used in this work featured using free-resonating SAWR echo-response
and measurement of SAWR power spectral data, which showed that both the frequency and magnitude of dynamic strain can be quantified at high temperature.
The SAWR dynamic strain sensor was calibrated against a commercially available
wired strain gauge and showed linear strain relationship. Furthermore, it was also
shown that the SAWR’s strain response in determining the dynamic strain frequency
is insensitive to temperature variations, which is important to avoid cross-sensitivity
with temperature for the dynamic strain measurement of parts and equipment in
high-temperature harsh-environments.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Conclusions and Summary of Work
Chapter 2 presented the design choices, fabrication, implementation, verification

of the stability of one-port SAWR sensor platform developed and used in this dissertation. Long-term stable SAWR platform performance verification was carried out
for co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 electrode based (up to 750 ◦C for 620 hours) and multilayered P tN i|P tZr electrode based (up to 1000 ◦C for 160 hours) SAWR sensors,
thus confirming stable long-term platform operation up to 750 ◦C for the former and
1000 ◦C for the latter. The SAWR sensors used in this dissertation were fabricated
along LGS Euler angles (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 26.7◦ ) and along LGS Euler angles (0◦ , 138.5◦ ,
32.9◦ ) with patterned periodicities of 7 µm and 4 µm, respectively. This chapter
also discussed high-temperature attachment solutions of the developed LGS SAWR
strain sensors to metallic test parts for temperatures under 500 ◦C.
Chapter 3 explored the implementation of the sensors developed in Chapter 2 to
measure static strain at high-temperatures. In-situ static strain measurements and
calibration performed using the developed SAWR sensors up to 400◦C were presented
in this chapter, which allows direct strain reading at elevated temperatures. Sensor
calibrations up to 400◦C was achieved by: (i) development of a numerical finiteelement method calibration technique that addressed the issue of lack of reliable
high-temperature static strain calibration standards; and (ii) implementation of a
dual-sensor temperature compensation scheme consisting of a SAWR strain sensor
and a SAWR temperature sensor placed side-by-side to mitigate the temperaturestrain cross-sensitivity occurring at high temperatures.
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Chapter 4 introduced a signal processing technique used to investigate modulations that occur on a SAWR RF response due to dynamic strain, which is relevant
in understanding the operation of a SAWR dynamic strain sensor. The developed
in-phase and quadrature analysis technique used detection of the SAWR sensor
echo-response and allowed simultaneous detection and quantification of both the
frequency (frequencies) and magnitude of dynamic strain signals. The established IQ technique and findings of this chapter are also relevant to characterize the effect of
external vibrations on SAWRs when used in RF communications, frequency control,
and other sensing applications.
Chapter 5 discussed implementation and testing of in-situ dynamic strain measurements and calibration performed using the SAWR sensors at temperatures up
to 400 ◦C and strain values up to 70µ. Findings in this chapter show that: (i) the
determination of the dynamic strain frequency using the SAWR sensor’s response
in insensitive to temperature variations; (ii) the calibration performed using a commercial high-temperature strain gauge in a custom designed high-temperature test
rig showed linear dynamic strain response for the SAWR; (iii) successful dynamic
strain calibration was performed at 24 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C; and
(iv) once the temperature effect of the epoxy was considered for sensor sensitivity,
the measurement of the relative amplitude between the SAWR excitation signal
and the modulated dynamic strain peaks, which lead to the dynamic strain sensor
reading, is insensitive to temperature variations. The last finding is a particularly
important feature in avoiding cross-sensitivity with temperature for this type of
sensor.
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6.2

Statement of Contribution
Prior to this work, SAW strain sensor research had been limited to under 100 ◦C

for static strain and at room temperature for dynamic strain as discussed in Chapter 1. The work done this thesis demonstrated that SAW static and dynamic strain
technology can be successfully used in excess of 100 ◦C and is viable for multiple contemporary high-temperature static and dynamic strain sensing applications such as
those encountered in power plants, industrial manufacturing, automotive, aerospace,
and defense applications. The contributions of this work are itemized and discussed
below:
1. Explored and confirmed long term operation of multi-layered P tN i|P tZr and
co-deposited P t/Al2 O3 electrodes (1000 ◦C for P tN i|P tZr and 750 ◦C for
P t/Al2 O3 configuration). Verification of stability of the SAWR platforms illustrates the viability of using this platform for demanding harsh-environment
applications (up to 1000 ◦C).
2. Examined and compared high-temperature epoxies for reliable attachment of
SAWR sensors to metallic test parts to address the large CTE mismatch between LGS-based SAWR sensors and metallic parts, which is necessary for
both static and dynamic strain applications.
3. Generated a static strain calibration standard using a FEM model that can
successfully address the issue of no reliable calibration standard at high temperatures.
4. Implemented a two-sensor temperature compensation scheme using a rigidly
attached SAWR strain sensor and a free-to-slide temperature sensor that mitigated the effect of temperature cross-sensitivity and reduced the SAWR frequency variation uncertainty by 40%.
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5. Calibrated SAWR static strain sensors for temperatures up to 400 ◦C using a
high-temperature constant stress beam, the FEM calibration model from item
(3), and the temperature compensation scheme from item (4).
6. Developed an I-Q signal processing technique that uses a radar approach to
measure the SAWR RF signal and allows investigation of the SAWR response
to dynamic strain or vibration. The technique enabled separation of FM and
AM contributions on a SAWR sensor response due to external mechanical
dynamic strain and vibration. This technique also confirmed viability of the
I-Q approach to quantify both the magnitude and frequency content of the
dynamic strain or vibration signal, which is important for dynamic strain
sensing.
7. The I-Q technique developed in item (6) is not only relevant for dynamic
strain applications, but is equally relevant and important to understand and
characterize the effects of vibration on a SAWR when used in RF communications, defense or aerospace frequency control applications, or other sensing
applications (temperature, pressure, gas, etc.) where undesirable vibrations
can change the SAWR response.
8. Explored and investigated calibration of SAWR dynamic strain sensors for
temperatures up to 400 ◦C using a commercial strain gauge on a custom designed high-temperature test rig and the I-Q signal processing technique discussed in item (6).
9. Confirmed that SAWR dynamic strain sensors can detect both the magnitude and frequency content of dynamic strain using the SAWR power spectra
by measuring the relative difference between the SAWR excitation peak and
dynamic strain induced modulation peaks. In addition, findings confirmed
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that upon considering increase in epoxy compliance at high-temperatures, the
measurement of dynamic strain using SAWR sensors is independent of temperatures, thus dispensing the need for a temperature compensation technique
to address the issue of temperature-strain cross-sensitivity.
6.3

Suggested Future Work
The following are suggestions for future work based on the findings of this thesis:

(i) Improve high-temperature attachment of SAWR sensors to metallic test parts as
the SAWR sensor platform itself was confirmed to be stable up to 1000 ◦C, thus if
attachment techniques were improved, the temperature range of SAW strain sensor
technology could be further enhanced; (ii) Test using temperature-compensated LGS
orientations such as the recently reported LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ , 14◦ ) and LGS (0◦ , 138.5◦ ,
77◦ ) that are temperature compensated around 150 ◦C and 300 ◦C, respectively [214]
to further improve the uncertainty in sensor response around the referred temperatures; (iii) Perform wireless testing using developed SAWR sensors, since this feature
was not addressed in this thesis due to low sensitivity to strain for these SAWR
sensors at present; (iv) Explore other piezoelectric substrates for SAW sensors such
as QTZ, LNO, LGT, LGN, GPO, and rare earth calcium oxyborate single crystals
or piezoelectric thin films such as AlN , GaN , AlX Ga1−X N and compare with LGS
SAWR sensors, and (v) Investigate high-temperature behavior and strain sensitivity
of other acoustic wave platforms such as SAW delay lines, two-port SAW resonators,
reflective delay lines, OFC SAWs, and BAWs, in particular FBAR, which has the
potential of miniaturization and ease of packaging at high-temperatures.
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Appendix A
DYNAMIC STRAIN TEST FIXTURE
A.1

High-Temperature Dynamic Strain Test Fixture Design and Fabrication

The high-temperature dynamic strain test (reported in Chapter. 5) assembly
was designed and fabricated at the Advanced Manufacturing Center (AMC, University of Maine, Orono, ME) with help from an undergraduate student (Mr. Shaun
Sylvester) [210]. The schematic of the complete assembly is shown in Fig. A.1. The
fixture was designed to accommodate a Thermolyne 48000 box furnace and provide
access to the furnace chamber for high-temperature dynamic strain testing.
Four 1018 low carbon steel [215] legs were welded onto a 24 inch by 24 inch base
plate to accommodate the box furnace. Holes were drilled on the base plate to allow
rigid mounting of the support trunnion that held the LDS203 vibration generator.
The top of the support legs had rigid plates to prevent the furnace from moving.
The 1018 low carbon steel bar support shown in Fig. A.1 was welded to the base
plate and had a U-shaped platform to clamp the stainless steel bar [216], which
allowed mounting of the inconel-625 test beam.
Figure. A.2 left shows a photograph of the fabricated assembly without the
Thermolyne 4800 furnace and Fig. A.2 right shows the mounted test beam. The
secure mounting method used to hold the stainless steel rod is shown in Fig. A.3.
A bolt at the top of the U-shaped support bar can be tightened to hold the rod in
place. Additional set screws were placed on both sides of the support bar for added
rigidity.
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Figure A.1. Complete schematic of high-temperature dynamic strain test assembly

Figure A.2. Photograph of the test fixture without furnace (left) and mounted test
beam (right)
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Figure. A.4 left shows a photograph of the fabricated assembly with the Thermolyne 4800 furnace mounted on the fixture and Fig. A.4 right shows the mounted
test beam inside the furnace chamber.

Figure A.3. Photograph of the U-shaped support bar and stainless steel rod
mounting method

Figure A.4. Photograph of the test fixture with furnace (left) and test beam inside
furnace chamber (right)
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Appendix B
SAWR ATTACHMENT TO TEST BEAM
B.1

SAWR Sensor Preparation

After initial measurements of multiple SAWR sensor |S11 | responses using a
Cascade probe station, sensors with high quality factor and large |S11 | dip were
selected when measured in a 50Ω VNA system. Prior to using the selected SAWR
sensors in strain applications, the high-temperature sensors need to be annealed after
being fabricated in order to stabilize their high-temperature response as reported
in Chapter 2. The selected sensors were then placed in an alumina crucible for
annealing as shown in Fig. B.1.

Figure B.1. Selected sensors placed in an alumina crucible for annealing
The crucible was then placed in a Thermolyne 48000 box furnace (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA) and covered using a second alumina crucible to prevent
contaminants from getting on top of the sensors during the anneal process as shown
in Fig. B.2. The sensors were then cycled using the following heating profile: (i)
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four cycles between 300 ◦C and 750 ◦C with four hours of hold times at each of the
temperature plateaus; (ii) a soak period of 10 hours at 750 ◦C; and (iii) repeat the
four cycles between 300 ◦C and 750 ◦C. The heating profile was repeated 3 times to
guarantee proper annealing of the electrode film and releasing any stress in the film
from fabrication.

Figure B.2. Selected sensors placed in an alumina crucible for annealing

B.2

SAWR Attachment Method

The same preparation and attachment procedure was used for the SAWR sensors
for both the static strain testing reported in Chapter 3 and the dynamic strain
testing reported in Chapter 5. The following photographs and steps refer to the
dynamic strain setup, but the same procedure was also used for static strain setup.
Figure. B.3 shows a photograph of the preparation bench with constant-stress beam
(top inset) and the 0.127mm thick adhesive mask (bottom inset).
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1. Sand with 220 grit or lower grit paper to remove oxides and roughen up
surface to enhance adhesive interlock. Then, clean the surface of the beam with
alcohol and cotton gauge to remove dirt or residue from sanding.

Figure B.3. Preparation of constant-stress beam and attachment of SAWR sensor
2. Place adhesive mask and hold in place using tape as shown in Fig. B.4.
3. Coat bottom of SAWR sensor with thin layer of adhesive and perform proper
curing procedure. This enhances attachment between SAWR and the beam.
4. Apply adhesive using a razor blade and spread it uniformly. Then remove
the mask carefully and place the coated SAWR sensor on top of the adhesive on the
beam as shown in Fig. B.5.
5. Cure the adhesive layer following proper curing procedure (Fig. B.6 left) and
wire-bond the SAWR sensor using a Unibond II resistance-welder (Fig. B.6 right)
6. Measure the temperature response of the SAWR sensor in a box furnace
(Fig. B.7 top) and generate a temperature calibration curve as shown in Fig. B.7
bottom.
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Figure B.4. Adhesive mask placement on constant stress beam

Figure B.5. Coated SAWR sensor placement on top of adhesive layer
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Figure B.6. Final curing of SAWR attachment in a box furnace (left) and wire
bonding of the SAWR sensor (right)

Figure B.7. Measurement of temperature response of the SAWR in a box furnace
(top) and subsequent temperature calibration curve of the SAWR (bottom)
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Appendix C
DYNAMIC STRAIN COMMERCIAL GAUGE IMPLEMENTATION
C.1

Commercial Strain Gauge Attachment Guide

The following procedure was used to attach the commercial metallic strain gauge
to the high-temperature constant stress beam used in Chapter 5. Attachment techniques recommended by Hitec Products Inc. [55] was used.
1. Sand with 220 grit or lower grit paper to remove oxides and roughen up
surface to enhance adhesive interlock. Then, clean the surface of the beam with
alcohol and cotton gauge to remove dirt or residue from sanding.
2. Make crosshairs with pencil to mark center of strain gauge to be attached as
shown in Fig. C.1.

Figure C.1. Crosshair markings on constant stress beam
3. Cover the area outside the gauge region (2.5" by 3.5") using clear tape as
shown in Fig. C.2.
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Figure C.2. Clear tape covering area outside gauge placement region
4. Wear safety gloves, mask and goggles to prepare HG-1 cement. Mix the HG-1
cement using spatula and apply using brush. Spread using a razor blade to form a
uniform thickness layer (Fig. C.3).

Figure C.3. Application of first HG-1 pre-coat coat on beam
5. Remove clear tape and cure: (i) Air dry for 30 minutes; (ii) Step cure at 93 ◦C
for 30 minutes, 204 ◦C for 30 minutes, and 316 ◦C for 30 minutes (Fig. C.4).
7. Place dynamic strain gauge on the green pre-coat region by aligning using the
crosshairs (Fig. C.5).
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Figure C.4. Cured HG-1 pre-coat

Figure C.5. Strain gauge placement over pre-coat region
8. Apply HG-1 using brush as tack coat over exposed gauge areas. Be careful
not to get the adhesive on the tape (Fig. C.6).
9. Partial cure tack coat: (i) Air dry for 30 minutes; (ii) Step cure at 93 ◦C for
30 minutes and 162 ◦C for 30 minutes (Fig. C.7).
10. Cut edges of the tape (at gap locations on the edge of the strain gauge)
using sharp knife . Remove the tape using tweezers. Be careful not to remove/peel
the gauge (peel at an angle across the gauge) (Fig. C.8).
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Figure C.6. Application of tack coat

Figure C.7. Partial curing of tack coat
9. Final cure tack coat: Step cure at 93 ◦C for 30 minutes, 204 ◦C for 30 minutes,
and 454 ◦C for 2 hours. This removes any tape residue from strain gauge.
10. Apply final cover coat of HG-1 uniformly by placing a small amount of HG-1
in the tack coat gaps (Fig. C.9). Note: brushing the cement can cause the gauge to
get damaged.
11. Cure cover coat: (i) Air dry for 30 minutes; (ii) Step cure at 93 ◦C for 30
minutes, 204 ◦C for 30 minutes, and 316 ◦C for 30 minutes (Fig. C.10).
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Figure C.8. Removal of tape from strain gauge

Figure C.9. Application of HG-1 cover coat
C.2

Commercial Strain Gauge Bonding Procedure

The leads from the dynamic strain gauge need to be routed to the PFI-9452
dynamic strain I/O module. It is recommended that a twisted shielded wire pair
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Figure C.10. Curing of HG-1 cover coat
be used to route the gauge to the module through a D-Sub connector to minimize
electromagnetic noise pickup. However, a twisted shielded wire pair is not possible at
high-temperatures, hence a K-type thermocouple or chromel wire were determined
to be the most viable options to connect the gauge leads to the PFI-9452 module
after consulting with Precision Filters Inc. engineers.
In order to avoid shorting the gauge leads, K-type thermocouple wires encapsulated in a jacket or sheath needed to be used. Three variations were considered: (i)
22-24 gauge K-type thermocouple with fiberglass insulation; thin (40mil) chromel
wire with inconel sheath; and (iii) 22 gauge K-type thermocouple wire with inconel
sheathing. Although the fiberglass insulation was easy to mount, it was not mechanically rigid. The 40mil chromel wire with inconel sheath was selected since the the
gauge leads were also chromel, however working with the thin chromel wires was
extremely difficult. Unsheathing the Inconel sheath to expose the leads required
using a jeweler’s saw and a wire stripping tool. The thin chromel wires were prone
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to breakage. The 22 gauge K-type thermocouple wire with inconel sheathing was
found to be the most practical solution. A diamond saw was used to cut and
expose thermocouple wires. Stainless steel shim stocks were used to mount the
thermocouple onto the test fixture as shown in Fig. C.11. The strain gauge leads
were electrically connected to the exposed thermocouple wires using a Unibond II
resistance-welder as shown in Fig. C.12.

Figure C.11. K-type thermocouple with inconel sheath mounted to route the strain
gauge
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Figure C.12. Wire bonding the strain gauge leads to the exposed K-type thermocouple wires
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